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Abstract

It is usually difficult for patients to compare out-of-pocket prices for medical services. What are the implications for prices and welfare? In order to understand the effects of price transparency, this paper develops an empirical model of demand and supply for medical imaging services that incorporates patients’ limited information about prices. Estimation exploits the introduction of a price transparency website that informed a subset of patients. Counterfactual simulations imply a 22 percent reduction in prices if all patients had full information. However, the results also shed light on the barriers to widespread adoption of price transparency tools.
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1 Introduction

In many markets, consumers do not know exact prices until they have committed to a purchase. For instance, this is the case for automotive repair, building construction, and financial services, as well as other products with complicated bundling, discounts, or add-ons.\(^1\) Ex-ante uncertainty about prices is particularly common in the U.S. private health care market. Health care prices are determined in private negotiations between insurers and medical providers, and these firms are often contractually forbidden from disclosing negotiated rates. As a result, the vast majority of consumers say they do not compare prices before receiving medical care.\(^2\) Due to the fact that prices are opaque, hospitals and other providers potentially face more inelastic demand, leading to higher prices. Although there have been some efforts to make price information more available to patients, these efforts have been quite limited in their reach. In response, some policy makers have called for more “price transparency” in health care.\(^3\)

Despite the fact that the lack of price transparency is a key feature of U.S. healthcare markets, models have generally not accounted for this issue. The issue is particularly important given that privately-provided health care in the U.S. comprises about 6 percent of GDP and the relatively high level of spending is often attributed to high prices.\(^4\) In addition, a recent literature has documented the large degree of price dispersion in health care, even for relatively standardized procedures (Cooper et al. 2018). Like search costs, the lack of price transparency may increase prices and lead to price dispersion.

This paper empirically evaluates how price transparency affects markups and welfare in the U.S. health care market. I estimate a demand model that explicitly accounts for consumer uncertainty about prices. During the sample period, an innovative price transparency website became available, providing information about out-of-pocket costs. Given that only some patients sought out the tool and used it, the model allows for usage of the tool to be endogenous. I then combine the demand system with a model of bargaining between providers and insurers in order to examine how consumer price transparency affects negotiated prices.

The model allows me to answer three questions. First, I evaluate the welfare effects of the price transparency website. The model also allows me to examine the mechanisms and distributional consequences of the tool. Second, I use the model to provide insight into the potential equilibrium effects if more individuals were to use price transparency tools. Doing so allows me to quantify the welfare effects of increased price transparency. Finally, I examine how cost sharing interacts with price transparency. This provides insight into why more individuals are not using price transparency tools despite the large dispersion in negotiated prices.

In order to examine these issues, this paper develops a discrete-choice model in which consumers choose where to receive medical care in the presence of information frictions. The model

\(^1\)See, for example, Ellison (2005).


\(^3\)More than half of U.S. states have proposed health care price transparency laws in recent years. Various price transparency initiatives have also been proposed at the federal level.

\(^4\)See Martin et al. (2016) for information on private health care spending. For a discussion of high prices in the market for health care services, see, for example, Anderson et al. (2003), Koechlin et al. (2010), and Cooper et al. (2018).
allows patients to potentially have some limited information about prices even when prices are not posted publicly, an important feature of health care markets. In the model, consumers with rational expectations receive noisy signals about prices, form beliefs about prices based on the signals, then make decisions according to their beliefs. Consumers may choose options they believe to be the best value but are often surprised by the bill. Accounting for the difference between expected prices and actual prices is important for recovering underlying consumer preferences, including price sensitivity, and evaluating the welfare effects of price information.

The key estimation challenge stems from the fact that it is difficult to determine whether individuals do not care about prices, i.e. have low price sensitivity, or do not know prices. The estimation strategy makes use of plausibly exogenous variation in consumers’ information set stemming from a price transparency website introduced by the New Hampshire state government. In contrast to other price transparency efforts, the website allowed privately-insured consumers in the state to enter insurance information and easily compare accurate out-of-pocket prices across all providers in the state. I exploit the fact that the website was introduced in March 2007 and could only be used to obtain price information for a subset of medical imaging procedures. Individuals with the most to gain may be more likely to seek out the tool and use it. By leveraging website traffic information, I also estimate a model of website usage. If consumers use the price transparency website when it is available, I assume that they have perfect information about out-of-pocket prices. Otherwise, I allow for a discrepancy between expected prices and actual prices. Estimation of the model makes use of MCMC methods in order to recover individuals’ beliefs about the prices of all options, a high dimensional latent variable.

Next, I turn to the supply side and present a bargaining model to recover information about marginal cost and examine how price transparency affects negotiated prices in equilibrium. Empirical work has used models of bilateral bargaining between insurers and medical providers to gain insight into the effects of hospital and insurer competition (Gowrisankaran et al. 2015; Ho and Lee 2017). While others have suggested that price transparency can affect health care prices, I develop the first model of equilibrium behavior that incorporates consumer price uncertainty. I then derive an expression for equilibrium prices and highlight two countervailing effects of price transparency on prices. Price transparency can make residual demand more elastic, decreasing the incentive for providers to negotiate high prices. This would decrease negotiated rates. On the other hand, price transparency ensures that consumers do not choose high cost providers, implying that insurers may be more willing to have high cost providers in their network. This could potentially reduce the incentive of insurers to negotiate low prices. Therefore, the effect of price transparency on negotiated prices is theoretically ambiguous and it is necessary to examine these issues empirically.

The model is estimated using detailed administrative data on private health care claims and price transparency website usage in New Hampshire. The claims data contain information on negotiated prices and cost sharing for all privately-insured individuals in the state. These are the same data used to construct plan-specific out-of-pocket prices for the website. I focus on relatively simple outpatient medical imaging procedures—X-rays, CT scans, and MR scans. Despite the fact that these procedures are relatively standardized, I find that the price of each procedure varies

5 For a discussion about how price transparency could affect markups see “Health Care Price Transparency: Can It Promote High-Value Care?”, Commonwealth Fund, April/May 2012. Also see Section 2.
widely across providers in the state. In addition to individual-level information on the choice of medical provider, I also utilize disaggregated information on usage of the price transparency tool obtained from website traffic logs.

In the first empirical exercise, the estimates are used to evaluate the effect of New Hampshire’s price transparency website. Estimates imply that the website resulted in overall savings of 4 percent for medical imaging procedures. These results are largely consistent with reduced-form results, helping to validate the model. In contrast to the reduced-form approach, the structural model allows me to disentangle the mechanisms and shed light on the welfare effects and distributional consequences. I find that welfare effects are primary due to increased price-shopping on the part of consumers, however part of the welfare gains are also due to a modest reduction in the equilibrium prices. I also use the model to examine the effect for individuals who actually used the website. Perhaps unsurprisingly, estimates show the website primarily benefited individuals subject to a deductible. These individuals saw substantial savings, about $200 per visit. However, price information may cause individuals to switch, for example, from nearby hospitals perceived as high quality to distant imaging centers with lower perceived quality. Taking the change in non-price attributes into account, the estimates reveal that welfare gains are substantially smaller than savings.

Next, I use the model to examine what would happen if more individuals used the website. Website traffic data imply that consumers used the website for only about 8 percent of medical imaging visits when the website was available. Given modest take-up, policy makers are interested in the potential effects if more individuals used these tools. In order to answer this question, it is important to take into account two issues that make it difficult to simply extrapolate from reduced-form estimates. First, if the individuals who find out about the website and choose to use it are those that receive a larger benefit, there may be decreasing returns in terms of savings as more individuals become informed about prices. Second, equilibrium prices are a function of the number of consumers that have price information. By affecting negotiated prices, price transparency generates spillover effects that benefit all consumers, including those that do not have price information. This implies that there may be increasing returns as more individuals are informed.

Counterfactual simulations imply that, while both mechanisms are present, the effect on equilibrium prices dominates. If all consumers were informed, the model implies that equilibrium prices would be 22 percent lower. Prices decline because demand effectively becomes more elastic, allowing insurers to negotiate lower prices with most providers in their network. In addition, consumers would choose lower cost providers in their choice set, resulting in per visit savings of $39 for consumers and $281 for insurers relative to no price transparency. Savings would come largely at the expense of provider profits, although some of the savings would also be due to individuals switching to providers with lower marginal cost (e.g. imaging centers and clinics rather than hospitals). The results imply that even a quarter of individuals being informed is enough to generate a considerable reduction in equilibrium prices, generating a large externality

---

6This is consistent with previous research documenting the large degree of price dispersion for these procedures nationally (Cooper et al. 2018). Also note that medical imaging procedures in the U.S. are roughly double the price of the same procedures in other OECD countries with available data. See “The US Health System in Perspective: A Comparison of Twelve Industrialized Nations,” Commonwealth Fund Issue Brief, 2011.

7Overall savings refers to change in spending for both insurers and consumers.
for uninformed patients.

The results highlight that there would be large spending reductions if more individuals used price transparency tools. So why is take-up so low? One explanation is that low cost sharing reduces consumers’ private benefit of using these tools. To examine this, I analyze how price transparency interacts with cost sharing in counterfactual simulations. Results indicate that if cost sharing is high enough, enough consumers are incentivized to use the price transparency tool to substantially reduce health care prices. In particular, a 50% coinsurance rate applied to medical imaging procedures results in prices that are 15% lower. This suggests that for the price transparency tool to generate large savings for patients and insurers, cost sharing would have to be quite high.

1.1 Related Literature

This paper is related to the large literature on search costs and competition, starting with Stigler (1961) and Diamond (1971). Search costs have been shown to be empirically important in a large variety of markets. A common assumption in this literature is that individuals make a purchase decision after learning the price of at least some of the options, i.e. the consideration set. In contrast, this paper studies a context in which individuals make decisions with uncertainty about prices, and true prices are only revealed afterwards. I argue that this has important welfare implications. The model presented in this paper also has implications for other situations in which it is not possible to observe actual prices when making a purchase decision, such as markets where consumers receive price quotes.

This paper is also contributes to the literature examining markets with shrouded add-on pricing. The price of add-ons may be shrouded in equilibrium due to consumer lack of self-control (DellaVigna and Malmendier 2004), selection issues (Ellison 2005), bounded rationality (Spiegler 2006), or myopia (Gabaix and Laibson 2006). Related work on bill-shock has examined situations in which consumers are inattentive about the price of the next unit of consumption, such as for cellular phone contracts (Grubb 2014; Grubb and Osborne 2015). Pricing in the market for medical services can be seen as the limit-case of add-on pricing—in the absence of price transparency tools the full price is partially shrouded. Therefore, the model developed in this paper can be seen as a new approach to add-on pricing in which consumers have imprecise beliefs about shrouded attributes and maximize expected utility.

While this paper argues that information frictions are important for understanding consumers’ choice of medical providers, a broader literature has emphasized frictions in other parts of the health care system. A number of studies have examined information frictions related to insurance choice (e.g. Ericson 2014; Decarolis 2015; Handel and Kolstad 2015; Ho et al. 2016). In addition, there is evidence that uncertainty about the effectiveness of different drugs is relevant for pharmaceutical demand (Crawford and Shum 2005; Ching 2010; Dickstein 2014). In a similar vein, a literature has examined uncertainty about quality of medical services and medical devices (e.g. Kolstad 2013; Grennan and Town 2015). Finally, Grennan and Swanson (2016) find that informa-

---

8 Empirical work has studied search frictions in markets for mutual funds, textbooks, online bookstores, grocery stores, auto insurance, electricity, online hotel booking, and trade-waste (Hortaçsu and Syverson 2004; Hong and Shum 2006; De Los Santos et al. 2012; Seiler 2013; Honka 2014; Giulletti et al. 2014; Koulayev 2014; Salz 2015).

9 Also see Grubb (2015) for related review.
tion affects hospital-supplier bargaining. Despite this growing literature, to my knowledge, there is no evidence on the welfare effects of frictions that affect consumers' choice of hospital, which I argue is particularly important for understanding high health care spending.

After estimating a demand model that incorporates price uncertainty, I use the demand parameters to estimate a model of bilateral bargaining between insurers and providers. Empirical models of bilateral bargaining have been applied to a number of vertical markets (e.g. Crawford and Yurukoglu 2012; Grennan 2013; Allen et al. 2019). A recent literature has also used this approach to examine bargaining between providers and hospitals in order to examine hospital mergers (Gowrisankaran et al. 2015), hospital system bargaining power (Lewis and Pflum 2015), tiered hospital networks (Prager 2016), and insurer competition (Ho and Lee 2017). With the exception of Allen et al. (2019) work examining consumer lending, empirical models of bargaining in oligopolistic markets have assumed perfect information. To examine the effect on prices, I use an approach closely related to Gowrisankaran et al. (2015), however I incorporate consumer uncertainty about prices and examine the various channels through which price transparency affects equilibrium prices. Overall, the effect of price transparency is ambiguous in a bargaining context, which has implications for other vertical markets where consumers have uncertainty about product characteristics.

Prior reduced-form work has examined the effect of health care price transparency efforts by individual employers or insurers. In particular, Lieber (2017) and Whaley (2015a,b) find evidence that this information allowed some individuals to shop around for lower cost options, while Desai et al. (2016) finds little effect. In contrast, the state-run price transparency website in New Hampshire was available to all individuals in the state. In Brown (2019), I use reduced-form methods to examine the effect of the price transparency website on spending. The reduced-form approach provides evidence on the intent-to-treat effect of the price transparency website but remains silent on a number of important issues. First, it provides little insight into the mechanisms and the effect on welfare. Given that price transparency has implications for distance traveled and the quality of medical providers chosen, the effect on welfare may be quite different than the effect on spending. Perhaps most importantly, health care price transparency tools are not yet widely used, and therefore it is difficult to draw general conclusions about the role of information frictions using a reduced-form approach. By developing a model based on theory, counterfactual analysis can be used to examine what would happen if more individuals were informed about health care prices as well as how price transparency interacts with other potential policies such as cost sharing.

1.2 Roadmap

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and provides background on the price transparency website. Section 3 presents the model of website usage and choice of medical provider. Section 4 presents the bargaining model, focusing on the role of consumer information. Section 5 presents the results. Section 6 uses the estimates to examine the effect of the website while Section 7 presents out-of-sample counterfactual simulations. Section 8

---

10 Allen et al. (2019) incorporate search frictions into a model of the mortgage market. Note that while this paper models business-to-business bargaining, Allen et al. (2019) examines negotiations between consumers and lenders.
provides a discussion and Section 9 concludes.

2 Data and Background

2.1 New Hampshire Medical Claims

The main dataset contains enrollment and claims for the universe of individuals with private health insurance in New Hampshire for the period January 2005 to November 2010.\textsuperscript{11} These data were collected as part of the New Hampshire Comprehensive Health Care Information System (NHCHIS), which assembled data from all commercial insurers in the state. The data were collected by the state in order to analyze health spending and construct prices for the price transparency website.

This paper analyzes the market for outpatient medical imaging services. This includes X-rays, computerized tomography (CT) scans, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, all of which are diagnostic procedures that provide internal images of the body. I restrict the sample to the three major insurers in the state and eliminate uncommon procedures. I describe the sample restrictions in more detail in Appendix A. The full list of medical imaging procedures is given in Table A-1.\textsuperscript{12}

I focus on this set of procedures for a few reasons. I argue these procedures are particularly important given that medical technology, especially related to medical imaging, is often cited as a key driver of health care cost growth.\textsuperscript{13} Second, these procedures are relatively standardized, mitigating concerns about unobserved quality. Finally, patients have significant discretion over where to receive outpatient medical imaging procedures.\textsuperscript{14}

The data contain information on out-of-pocket prices and insurer reimbursement amounts, allowing me to construct each patient’s cost sharing. Importantly, prices are aggregated to the visit level, which may include multiple procedures. I use a similar methodology to aggregate prices as the price transparency website, which displays the aggregated visit prices. The construction of visit prices is described in more detail in Appendix A.

For each visit, an identifier allows me to link information about the medical provider that performed the procedure, which includes both hospital and non-hospital facilities. While hospitals offer outpatient medical imaging services, freestanding outpatient facilities (e.g. imaging centers) are significantly less expensive. In New Hampshire, the average total cost of an imaging visit is $1,004 at hospitals but only $797 at non-hospital providers. The location of these providers, derived from their zip code, is shown in Figure A-1.

For each individual, I observe age, gender, zip code, insurance enrollment, and whether they are subject to a deductible. I define 5 different age groups (0-18, 19-35, 36-50, 51-64) and omit individuals over age 65 since they are likely eligible for Medicare. Average income and education using the 2007-2010 American Community Survey is linked to each individual using the zip code.

\begin{itemize}
\item [11] \textsuperscript{11}Although the data include information about claims in later years, I focus on the period prior to December 2010 since this is when detailed website traffic data is available.
\item [12] \textsuperscript{12}In addition, 2011 is excluded since website traffic data is not available.
\item [13] \textsuperscript{13}See Newhouse (1992) and Cutler (1995).
\item [14] \textsuperscript{14}Other procedures featured on the website, such as kidney stone removal, physician office visits, and newborn delivery, tend to be less standardized and involve a different set of providers.
\end{itemize}
### Table 1
Summary of Privately Insured Individuals with Medical Imaging Claims

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 0-18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 19-35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 36-50</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 51-64</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson Comorbidity Index</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip income ($1,000s)</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>309.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip BA Degree (%)</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unique Individuals 174,672

Notes: Sample includes all privately insured individuals in the state of New Hampshire over the period 2005 to 2010 with at least one outpatient medical imaging visit. The unit of observation is a unique individual.

In addition, patient zip code is used to calculate the distance to each provider. I also construct each patient’s Charlson Comorbidity Index, a measure of chronic diseases or conditions. Given the potential importance of primary care recommendations, I also construct an indicator for likely referrals.\(^{15}\) Finally, I construct an indicator for whether each individual has the medical imaging procedure in the week following an emergency.\(^{16}\)

Table 1 provides a summary of the 174,672 individuals with outpatient imaging visits over the period. Table A-2 provides additional summary statistics. Half of the individuals are in HMO plans and most of the remainder are in PPO or POS plans. About 43 percent of individuals have a plan with a deductible.

When an individual needs a specific procedure, the choice set is defined as the providers that are available through the individual’s insurance plan that can perform the procedure in the given year. Although I do not observe each insurer’s network directly, I construct each insurer network by examining the providers chosen by individuals in each insurance company-product pair (e.g. Anthem HMO).\(^{17}\) For each option in the choice set, I construct procedure prices that vary by insurance company-product pair and year. In addition, out-of-pocket prices vary across individuals with the same insurance product since some individuals are under the deductible and some are not. Within each individual’s choice set, I remove providers that cannot perform the procedure as well as those that are more than 75 miles from the individual.

The full dataset is summarized for each of the three insurers in Table 2. Anthem is by far

---

\(^{15}\)The referral indicator is described in more detail in Appendix A.

\(^{16}\)Although these are relatively minor emergency visits since I exclude inpatient admissions, this may affect demand since it may be more time sensitive (e.g. demand for medical imaging procedures after a bone fracture may be different than for routine preventative care).

\(^{17}\)In some cases, individuals may have plans, such as PPO plans, that allow them to choose providers out-of-network. To the extent that individuals actually choose these providers, they are included in the choice set but have higher prices. For the purposes of the model, I refer to the set of providers that individuals can access given their insurance as the “network” even though this could potentially include providers that are technically out-of-network.
Table 2
Summary of Medical Imaging Visits by Insurer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Anthem</th>
<th>Cigna</th>
<th>Harvard Pilgrim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>946,057</td>
<td>216,176</td>
<td>266,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of choice situations</td>
<td>104,358</td>
<td>26,864</td>
<td>33,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique patients</td>
<td>67,749</td>
<td>19,912</td>
<td>21,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique non-hospital providers</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique hospital providers</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providers in choice set</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total negotiated price</td>
<td>777.2</td>
<td>945.9</td>
<td>613.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance price</td>
<td>697.1</td>
<td>907.5</td>
<td>577.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-pocket price</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>178.7</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to provider</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose hospital</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose referral</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Includes all outpatient medical imaging visits for privately insured individuals in the state of New Hampshire over the period 2005 to 2011. All prices in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars.

the largest insurer, with over 100,000 medical imaging visits over the period. On average, the out-of-pocket price is 13 percent of the total negotiated price. However, there is large variation—individuals under the deductible pay the full price. In general, there is greater cost sharing in the beginning of the year, when individuals have not hit their deductible, than at the end of the year.\(^{18}\) Individuals choose between 13 different providers on average, although, again, there is significant variation. This is partially due to the fact that there are more providers that are capable of performing X-rays than MR scans. Given large number of observations, I use a 10 percent sample of visits for the main analysis.

Within individual’s choice sets, there is a large degree of price dispersion, and consequently, significant potential savings if individuals switch to low cost options. Figure 1a shows the distribution of demeaned negotiated prices within individuals’ choice sets. The distribution is approximately normal, with standard deviation of $747 (and coefficient of variation of 46 percent). If a consumer is under the deductible for the year, the individual is fully exposed to the variation in prices. However, since most patients share cost with an insurer, out-of-pocket price dispersion is smaller, with a standard deviation of $69 (see Figure 1b). Finally, Figure 1c shows the distribution of prices paid by the insurer.

Given the variation in prices, there are large potential savings if consumers switched to cheaper providers in their network. The potential savings for consumers and insurers are summarized in Table A-3. Overall, I find that there would be savings of over 30 percent if consumers switched to providers in the first quartile of the price distribution.\(^ {19}\) This is true for across all three procedures types. Consumers subject to a deductible have large gains from switching, but much

---

\(^{18}\)In January, out-of-pocket prices are about 20 percent of the total negotiated price on average.

\(^{19}\)These are the potential consumers and insurer savings if all consumers choosing a provider ranked above the first quartile in their choice set were to switch to the provider in the first quartile of their choice set.
of the potential savings for consumers without a deductible go to insurers. This suggests that, although there are large potential savings for the health care system, consumers with low cost sharing may have little incentive to switch to less expensive providers even if they have price information.

2.2 HealthCost Website

In an effort to increase health care price transparency, the New Hampshire Insurance Department launched the HealthCost website in March 2007. Other price transparency initiatives only provide information on the hospital list price of each procedure (i.e. charge amount), which has little bearing on the out-of-pocket prices that insured individuals actually pay. New Hampshire’s HealthCost website was unique because it provided information about insurer-specific out-of-pocket prices for the entire visit. Although other states, such as Maine and Colorado, have since created tools with similar information, New Hampshire’s price transparency efforts remain the most comprehensive. Individuals with private insurance in the state can select one of about 35, mostly outpatient, procedures (see Figure A-2a). In addition to providing information for insured individuals, the website also has a separate tool for uninsured individuals in the state. Since the claims data cover the population of insured individuals, I focus only on the former. After my period of analysis, the website added information about provider quality and a guide to health insurance.

To use the website, consumers enter their insurance information, deductible, zip code, and search radius and the website returns a list of median bundled out-of-pocket prices at each provider calculated using the NHCHIS dataset. Figure A-2b illustrates an example of prices returned by

---

20 The website can be found at nhhealthcost.nh.gov. Originally the website was nhhealthcost.org.

21 New Hampshire was the only state to receive an “A” grade from Catalyst for Payment Reform’s 2015 Report Card on State Price Transparency Laws.

22 It is also important to note that there have been other price transparency efforts by individual insurers, notably Aetna which started its Member Payment Estimator tool in 2010. However, Aetna had a very small presence in New Hampshire and is excluded from the analysis.
the website. The table of prices is automatically sorted by out-of-pocket price, making it easy for consumers to schedule an appointment with the lowest cost provider. In addition to the out-of-pocket price, the website also returns the amount paid by insurers and the total negotiated price. For the purposes of analysis, I assume that individuals who use the website are fully informed about prices. I discuss this assumption in greater detail in Section 3.2.

The website was widely promoted and there were 41,506 searches for price information per year on average according to website traffic logs, about a third of which were for medical imaging procedures. Surveys of people in New Hampshire found that 60 percent who used the website reported saving money. Furthermore, anecdotal evidence suggests that the website not only let consumers shop around, but may have allowed insurers to negotiate lower rates. One report noted that after the introduction of the website “the balance of plan-provider negotiating power began shifting significantly in New Hampshire.” In particular, Anthem, the largest insurer in New Hampshire, had a public battle with an expensive hospital in the state and local news sources suggest that the price transparency website facilitated lower prices.

In order to examine the effect of price transparency, this paper exploits two sources of variation generated by the HealthCost website. First, there is variation due to the timing of the website introduction. In this way, I can examine procedures on the website and compare observed choices from January 2005 to February 2007, prior to the introduction of the website, to observed choices in the period starting March 2007. Second, there is variation due to the fact that only a subset of medical imaging procedures were available on the website. The X-ray, CT scan, and MR scan procedures with and without information available on the website are listed in Table A-1. I argue that imaging procedures on the website tend to be quite similar to procedures not on the website. For example, the price of a knee X-ray is available on the website while the price of a knee/leg CT scan is not, even though the website includes other CT scans. One concern is that the website indirectly affected prices for procedures not on the website due to cross-subsidization, a concern I address in Brown (2019) by showing that results are robust to exploiting cross-state variation. Using both time variation and cross-sectional variation is important given that there are potential unobserved shocks that affect all imaging procedures.

I use website traffic logs obtained from the New Hampshire Insurance Department to calculate

---

23The website also provides information on precision of the cost estimate and typical patient complexity. I argue these are less relevant for medical imaging procedures since the procedures are relatively common (i.e. estimates are fairly precise) and relatively standardized (i.e. price depends little on patient complexity).

24According to discussions with state employees, the website was promoted by encouraging insurers and primary care doctors to inform patients about the website. In addition, there were at least 40 news articles mentioning the website over the period.


27See “Higher costs of services snags Exeter Hospital’s new deal with Anthem,” Portsmouth Herald, November 7, 2010 and “Exeter Hospital says costs being used as negotiating tactic,” Portsmouth Herald, November 14, 2010.

28According to discussions with state employees, only a subset of procedures were chosen because cleaning the data and constructing prices was time consuming and the department had limited resources. Note that after the period of analysis, the website added additional information.

29For instance, Medicare reduced payments to imaging procedures starting in 2007. To the extent that this affected private-payer prices, this is unlikely to differentially impact prices for procedures on the website.
the number of website price searches in each month for each procedure listed on the website. Website traffic data, obtained from server logs, is available from March 2007 through November 2010, at which point the website switched hosting companies. Figure 2 shows monthly price searches for X-rays, CT scans, and MR scans. When the website was first introduced in 2007, there were about 750 to 1,000 searches per month for the price of medical imaging procedures, however this grew to over 1,500 searches per month by late 2009, likely due to more individuals learning about the website.

In order to estimate the fraction of informed consumers, I divide the number of price searches per procedure by the total number of visits in New Hampshire from the claims data. In other words, I assume that each use of the website is a unique individual. Overall, this implies about 8 percent of individuals receiving a procedure on the website were informed. This is higher than usage of other price transparency tools, potentially due to the fact that New Hampshire’s price transparency tool is easily accessible and utilizes high quality data on actual negotiated prices, which has not been the case for other price transparency efforts.

30 Note that the website procedures (e.g. knee X-ray) are more broad than the procedures as defined by CPT codes (e.g. knee X-ray with 1 or 2 views). Therefore, I aggregate across all CPT procedure codes related to the website procedure to obtain the total number of visits related to the website procedure in each month.

31 If the same individual uses the website multiple times prior to a medical visit, the fraction of informed consumers would be lower. This would imply that the estimated savings conditional on using the website are actually larger. For this reason, the assumption that the number of website hits is equivalent to the number of informed consumers results in a conservative estimate of website savings.

32 New Hampshire’s tool has consistently received higher marks than other tools. See Catalyst for Payment Reform’s 2015 Report Card on State Price Transparency Laws.
Table A-4 has the estimated percent of consumers with price information for each medical imaging procedure listed on the website. The percent of informed consumers tends to be higher for CT scans and MR scans compared to X-rays. CT scans and MR scans also tend to be more expensive, making the website potentially more valuable. There is also variation across time due in part to the fact that there is random variation in the type of individuals that need a procedure in a given month. This variation is used to help estimate the demand model and recover information about the choice to use the website if it is available.

3 Demand for Providers and Website Usage

This section presents a model of demand in which individuals have uncertainty about prices unless they use the price transparency website. The model has two parts. First, I model the selection of individuals that use the price transparency website if it is available. Second, based on their information set, consumers choose a medical provider.

I start backwards and begin by discussing the choice of provider with and without price information in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 I discuss the model of website usage using results derived from Section 3.2. Finally, I discuss estimation and identification.

3.1 Model Setup and Timing

There are a set of providers that perform medical imaging services \( J \) indexed by \( j \). The set of providers includes hospitals as well as non-hospital providers (i.e. freestanding outpatient facilities such as imaging centers and clinics). Each year, insurer \( k \in \mathcal{K} \) contracts with a subset of providers, \( \mathcal{N}_{kmt} \subseteq J \), that can perform procedure \( m \in \mathcal{M} \), where \( \mathcal{M} \) is the set of medical imaging procedures. Finally, let \( i \in \mathcal{I} \) denote an individual enrolled in an insurance plan who needs a medical imaging procedure.

Each provider has a schedule of negotiated prices that is insurer-specific. In particular, the total price of procedure \( m \) at provider \( j \) for enrollees in insurer \( k \) at time \( t \) is given by \( p_{jkmt} \in \mathbf{p}_{kmt} \), where \( \mathbf{p}_{kmt} \) denotes the vector of prices across all providers. In Section 4, I model the bargaining process that determines these prices in each year. In contrast to the previous literature, it is important to note that I define prices at the visit level, i.e. prices include the cost of supplemental procedures as on the price transparency website.

Individual \( i \) pays fraction \( c_{ikmt} \) of the negotiated price. The cost sharing fraction is observed in the claims data by calculating out-of-pocket costs as a fraction of total cost for each plan. The degree of cost sharing is determined by both the coinsurance rate applied to procedure \( m \) when enrolled in insurance plan \( k \) as well whether the individual is past the deductible for the year. In particular, if the individual is subject to a deductible then \( c_{ikmt} = 1 \). Therefore, for a given

---

33 Given that insurers contract with a network of providers, their role extends beyond providing insurance. For this reason, they are often referred to as managed care organizations.

34 Focusing only on the main procedure would likely understate price differences across providers since consumers are in fact purchasing a bundle of procedures. Note that much of the literature focuses on inpatient hospital spending where prices are often defined by diagnosis.
individual, cost sharing can vary over time $t$. The out-of-pocket price paid by the individual is

$$p^OP_{ijkmt} = c_{ikmt}p_{jkmt}$$

I assume that individuals do not anticipate whether they will surpass their annual deductible and respond only to this spot price. This is consistent with the fact that, in the reduced-form analysis, much of the price transparency effect is from individuals subject to a deductible, including those that later surpass their deductible. It is also consistent with the previous findings of myopic behavior in health care (Brot-Goldberg et al. 2017).

The remainder of the cost is paid by the insurer

$$p^Insur_{ijkmt} = (1 - c_{ikmt})p_{jkmt}$$

After prices are determined via bargaining in each year, individuals that need a medical imaging procedure must choose a provider. I assume that each time an individual needs a medical imaging procedure there is the following timing:

1. The individual forms a prior about prices (i.e. they know the distribution from which prices are drawn)
2. The individual receives a vector of price signals and updates beliefs in a Bayesian fashion
3. The individual evaluates the expected gain from price information and chooses whether to use the website if it is available
4. The individual learns taste shocks and chooses the provider that maximizes expected utility.

After choosing a provider and receiving the procedure, the individual receives a bill and learns the true price.

### 3.2 Choice of Provider

#### Provider Choice When Prices are Known

I start by defining utility for the standard case in which prices are known. This expression is also the ex-post realized utility for the case in which individuals have ex-ante uncertainty. For individual $i$ with insurance $k$ receiving procedure $m$ from medical provider $j$, indirect utility is assumed to take the additively separable form

$$u_{ijkmt} = -\gamma_ip^OP_{ijkmt} + \alpha_1d_{ij} + \alpha_2d_{ij}^2 + \alpha_3r_{ij} + \xi_{jm} + \beta x_{ikmt}h_j + \delta_{ijkmt} + \epsilon_{ijkmt}$$

35In contrast to the evidence from health care, the evidence from prescription drug insurance is mixed. See Aron-Dine et al. (2015), Abaluck et al. (2015), and Sacks et al. (2016).

36This assumption is required to calculate the expected gain in consumer surplus from price information and tractably model the decision to use the website in the subsequent section. Learning the taste shock after choosing to use the website is consistent with the idea that consumers may evaluate providers based on observable characteristics, choose to use the website if it is available, and only then learn about their idiosyncratic shock, such as whether providers have an appointment time that fits their schedule.
I allow for individual-specific heterogeneity in out-of-pocket price sensitivity, $\gamma_i$, which is distributed with density $f(\gamma)$. This approach has the benefit of not exhibiting the independence from irrelevant alternatives property. It is also important since individuals that are more price sensitive may be more likely to use the price transparency website, which I explicitly account for in Section 3.3. I estimate the mean and variance of the distribution and allow the price coefficient to be correlated with the individual’s average cost sharing, $c_{ik}$, since individuals with greater price sensitivity may differentially select into more generous plans.\(^{37}\) Accounting for the adverse selection into insurance is important for understanding which individuals benefit from the price transparency website. In particular, I assume that the random coefficient is distributed normally and may be correlated with cost sharing, i.e. $\gamma_i \sim N(\bar{\gamma} + \rho c_{ik}, (\sigma \gamma)^2)$. In order to account for correlation in unobserved utility when individuals have multiple medical imaging visits over the period, the random-coefficient on price is assumed to be individual-specific (Revelt and Train 1998).

In addition to price, utility depends on observable non-price attributes, $\delta_{ijkmt}$. This term includes distance from each individual to each provider, $d_{ij}$, distance-squared, $d_{ij}^2$, as well as an indicator for whether individual $i$ was referred to provider $j$, $r_{ijt}$. Controlling for referrals is important as physicians may influence where patients choose to go and there may be benefits to receiving a medical imaging procedures from a provider closely connected to a patient’s specialist.

Demand for hospitals may also differ depending on individual characteristics. Utility includes $x_{ikmt}h_j$, the interaction between observable individual characteristics and an indicator for whether the provider is a hospital. The vector of individual characteristics, $x$, includes age categories, gender, income, education, outpatient emergency indicator, and the Charlson Comorbidity Index. The last two are important for accounting for the fact that sicker patients or those in more urgent need of care may have distinct preferences. Utility is also a function of unobserved perceived quality or amenities at each provider, $\xi_{jM}$. This is allowed to vary according to the three procedure groups, X-rays, CT scans, or MR scans, which are indexed by $M$. This accounts for the fact that providers may specialize in certain types of procedures.

Finally, $\varepsilon_{ijkmt}$ is an idiosyncratic error distributed i.i.d. type 1 extreme value that is known by the individuals at the time the choice of provider is made. Individuals may only visit a provider in their network, $j \in N_{kmt}$. There is no outside option since individuals are assumed to receive a medical imaging procedure if their doctor recommends it.\(^{38}\)

The observed choice probability of individual $i$ enrolled in insurer $k$ receiving procedure $m$ at

\(^{37}\)This approach is related to Limbrock (2011), who models selection into HMO plans and pharmaceutical demand. Note that $c_{ik}$ is defined as the individual’s average cost sharing for medical imaging procedures over the period of analysis.

\(^{38}\)One concern is that price transparency affects the choice to have a procedure at all. In Brown (2019), I examine the effect of the price transparency website on the probability of having medical imaging procedures for all privately-insured individuals in the state and do not find a statistically significant effect. This is consistent with the fact that X-rays, CT scans, and MR scans tend to be less discretionary than other medical services. This implies that conditioning on individuals that had a medical imaging procedure and assuming they all choose an inside option is unlikely to bias counterfactual estimates. However, price transparency tools may affect quantity for other types of procedures such as preventative care.
time \( t \) conditional on price information is then

\[
s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt} = 1) = \int_{\gamma_i} \frac{\exp(-\gamma_i p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ijkm})}{\sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i p_{ij'km}^{OP} + \delta_{ij'km})} f(\gamma_i) d\gamma_i \tag{2}
\]

where \( \vartheta_{ikmt} \) is an indicator for whether the individual used the website and was informed about prices.

The expected consumer surplus, conditional on having price information, for a patient needing a medical imaging procedure is then: \( ^{39} \)

\[
CS_{ikmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt} = 1) = \frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i p_{ijkm}^{OP} + \delta_{ijkm}) \right) \tag{3}
\]

**Provider Choice with Price Uncertainty**

A defining feature of the health care market is that precise price information is, in general, not available to patients. Previous models of hospital demand either assume that individuals do not account for hospital prices at all or have perfect information about prices. \( ^{40} \) Consistent with the fact that demand for medical services is not perfectly inelastic even when price transparency tools are not available, the model allows individuals to have limited information about prices. \( ^{41} \)

Individuals form beliefs using Bayes’ rule and then make a decision based on those beliefs. This information structure is related to the empirical literature on consumer learning and investment decisions with imperfect information (e.g. Erdem and Keane 1996; Ackerberg 2003; Erdem et al. 2008; Crawford and Shum 2005; Ching 2010; Dickstein 2014; Grennan and Town 2015; Dickstein and Morales 2016).

I assume that individuals know the distribution from which prices are drawn, which is assumed to be normal. In particular, their prior is determined by the true mean and variance of prices in their choice set, \( \bar{p}_{kmt}^{OP} \) and \( \bar{s}_{kmt}^2 \) respectively:

\[
p_{ijkmt} \overset{iid}{\sim} N(\bar{p}_{kmt}^{OP}, \bar{s}_{kmt}^2) \tag{4}
\]

The demeaned distribution of prices across options in individuals’ choice sets can be seen in Figure 1b, which is approximately normal. For individuals subject to a deductible, \( s_{kmt}^2 \) can be quite large (see Figure 1a).

The prior provides no information about relative prices in the choice set, and therefore is not useful for choosing a provider on its own. However, individuals may be able to obtain additional information about individual prices. For instance, they may be able to look up list prices or

---

\( ^{39} \)This is the consumer surplus before the idiosyncratic error is known. All expressions for expected consumer surplus are up to a constant. See Small and Rosen (1981).

\( ^{40} \)For example, Kessler and McClellan (2000), Tay (2003), Ho (2006), and Ho and Lee (2017) assume that price does not influence patient choice while Capps et al. (2003), Gaynor and Vogt (2003), Ho and Pakes (2014) and Gowrisankaran et al. (2015) include price in utility and assume perfect information.

\( ^{41} \)When price transparency tools are not available, demand is still observed to be somewhat elastic, implying individuals have at least some information about prices. This can be seen in Table A-5, as well as other studies examining demand for hospitals (e.g. Gowrisankaran et al. 2015).
receive potentially noisy price information from other individuals that had similar procedures. When asked, providers and insurers sometimes provide a price range if they provide any price information at all.\textsuperscript{42} I model this by assuming that individuals receive a vector of unbiased signals, where each signal is given by

\[ p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt} \]  

(5)

where \( p_{ijkmt}^{OP} \) is the true price and \( e_{ijkmt} \) is signal noise with density \( f(e_{ijkmt}) \). I assume the distribution of signal noise is normal:

\[ e_{ijkmt} \sim iid \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \]  

(6)

The key parameter is \( \sigma^2 \), which can be thought of as a measure of price transparency (or opacity).

Using Bayes’ rule, individuals’ posterior beliefs about price, \( \tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^{OP} \), are also normally distributed. The mean of the posterior (i.e. expected price) given the individual’s signal is given by

\[ E[\tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^{OP}] = w_{ikmt}(p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt}) + (1 - w_{ikmt})\bar{p}_{kmt}^{OP} \]  

(7)

where the weight given to the signal is defined as

\[ w_{ikmt} = \bar{s}_{kmt}^2 / (\bar{s}_{kmt}^2 + \sigma^2). \]

Using the assumption that the prior and signal are normally distributed, the variance of posterior beliefs is

\[ Var[\tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^{OP}] = w_{ikmt}\sigma^2. \]

If \( \sigma^2 = 0 \), then \( w_{ikmt} = 1 \) and individuals know true prices. Conversely, if \( \sigma^2 \rightarrow \infty \) then \( w_{ikmt} \rightarrow 0 \), implying that individuals place no weight on the price signals. In this way, the prior is important because it disciplines individual’s beliefs about price—if individuals receive very noisy signals than they effectively ignore prices.\textsuperscript{43} In Section D, I present an alternative model in which individuals have an uninformative prior and take price signals as given.

When individuals do not use the price transparency website, I assume they form beliefs about utility, \( \tilde{u}_{ijkmt} \), and choose the provider that maximizes expected utility. In particular, the expected utility of risk neutral individuals is

\[ E[\tilde{u}_{ijkmt}] = -\gamma_i E[p_{ijkmt}^{OP}] + \alpha_1 d_{ij} + \alpha_2 d_{ij}^2 + \alpha_3 r_{ij} + \xi_{ij} + \beta x_{ikmt} h_j + \epsilon_{ijkmt} \]  

(8)

The second line follows from the fact that \( (1 - w_{ikmt})p_{kmt}^{OP} \) is a constant that is the same across choices, and thus can be differenced out.

In this model, all individuals receive signals with the same variance, parameterized by \( \sigma \). This is motivated by the fact that individuals have access to similar public information, and therefore

\[ \lim_{\sigma^2 \rightarrow \infty} \exp(-\gamma_i w_{ikmt}(p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt}) + \delta_{ijkmt}) \sum_{j^\prime \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i w_{ijkmt}(p_{ij^\prime kmt}^{OP} + e_{ij^\prime kmt}) + \delta_{ij^\prime kmt}) \]  

\[ = \exp(\delta_{ijkmt}) \sum_{j^\prime \in N_{kmt}} \exp(\delta_{ij^\prime kmt}) \]

\[ \text{16} \]


\textsuperscript{43}This can be seen formally by noting that the choice probability depends only on non-price attributes in the limit, i.e.
Figure 3
Consumer Surplus when Expected Price Diffs from Actual Price

Notes: Blue shaded region shows the gain in consumer surplus relative to expected consumer surplus due to price being less than expected. Red region shows the loss in consumer surplus from price being more than expected. Note that there is a “winner’s curse” and the expected loss is larger.

have a similar degree of uncertainty about prices. It is important to note that the model rules out learning over time. Only 7 percent of patients get repeat outpatient procedures in a year, and even then may still have uncertainty due to changes in deductible status.\footnote{I find that the effect of the website is similar for patients with and without a history receiving medical imaging procedures, indicating that learning about prices over time is not a first order concern for these procedures. See Brown (2019) Appendix.}

Focusing on the component of utility that is due to price, it is useful to clarify what is known by the individual and what is known by the researcher. The individual knows her price sensitivity, $\gamma_i$, and signal, $p_{ijkmt}^O + e_{ijkmt}$, but not the true price. However, the researcher observes the true price, $p_{ijkmt}^O$, but not the signal noise, $e_{ijkmt}$, or the individual’s price sensitivity. The prior distribution is known by both the researcher and the individual.

Therefore, the observed choice probabilities from the researcher’s perspective is given by

$$s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt}| \vartheta_{ikmt} = 0) = \int \int \exp(-\gamma_i w_{ikmt}(p_{ijkmt}^O + e_{ijkmt}) + \delta_{ijkmt}) \frac{f(e_{ikmt})}{\sum_{j'} \exp(-\gamma_i w_{ikmt}(p_{ij'kmt}^O + e_{ij'kmt}) + \delta_{ij'kmt})} f(\gamma_i) d\gamma_i d e_{ikmt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\vartheta_{ikmt} = 0$ indicates that the individual did not use the website and is uninformed about prices. Since the vector of signal noise, $e_{ikmt}$, has the same number of elements as $N_{kmt}$, computing the expectation over individual beliefs requires evaluating a potentially high dimensional integral. This is the key estimation challenge, an issue that is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.4.

The calculation of expected consumer surplus must take into account that, from the perspective of the individual, the expected price, $E[p_{ijkmt}^O]$, may differ from true price, $p_{ijkmt}^O$. Train (2015) formalizes the calculation of consumer surplus when individuals misperceive product attributes. In particular, individual’s expected ex-post consumer surplus includes a standard term
(Small and Rosen 1981) as well as a term that captures the loss from incorrect beliefs:

\[
CS_{ikmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt}\mid \theta_{ikmt} = 0) = \frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i w_{ikmt}(p_{ijkmt}^OP + e_{ijkmt}) + \delta_{ijkmt}) \right)
\]

\[+ \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \left[ E[p_{ijkmt}^OP] - p_{ijkmt}^OP \right] s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt}\mid \theta_{ikmt} = 0) \]

The second term is the average difference between expected price and true price, weighted by choice probabilities. The “bill shock” for each option is given by

\[
E[p_{ijkmt}^OP] - p_{ijkmt}^OP = w_{ikmt}e_{ijkmt} + (1 - w_{ikmt})(\bar{p}_{kmt}^OP - p_{ijkmt}^OP)
\]

In general, individuals are more likely to choose a provider they falsely believe to be inexpensive, creating a situation similar to a “winner’s curse”. This can be seen in Figure 3 which presents two situations, one in which expected price is greater than actual price and one in which expected price is less than actual price. Believing an option to be inexpensive (i.e. receiving a low \(e_{ijkmt}\)) results in a higher choice probability, increasing the expected loss from incorrect beliefs.

### 3.3 Website Usage

In this section I develop a model in which individuals choose to seek out the price transparency website and use it if it is available. The model allows for selection by assuming that individuals with the most to gain may be more likely to use the website. Specifically, individuals evaluate the expected gain in consumer surplus from using the website and compare this to the cost. They then use the website if the net benefit is positive. In Section 7, the estimates from this selection model are used to simulate website usage under counterfactual scenarios.

The expected consumer surplus gain of using the website is the difference between expected consumer surplus when consumers know they will receive price information, but have not yet received it, and expected consumer surplus without price information. The expected benefit of using the website, \(b_{ikmt}\), is given by

\[
b_{ikmt} = \frac{\gamma_i w_{ikmt} \sigma_h^2}{2} \left[ \exp(-\gamma_i E[p_{ijkmt}^OP] + \delta_{ijkmt}) \Phi_{ijkmt} \right]
\]

where \(\Phi_{ijkmt} = \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt} \setminus j} \exp(-\gamma_i E[p_{ijkmt'}^OP] + \delta_{ijkmt'})\). Given the lack of a closed-form expression, which is needed for computational tractability, the expression above is an approximation using a second-order Taylor series expansion. In Appendix B, I derive this expression and argue that the approximation is quite accurate.

Holding beliefs about prices fixed, an increase in price uncertainty, as measured by \(\sigma^2\), increases the value of using the website. Similarly, an increase in price dispersion affects \(w_{ikmt}\), also
increasing the value of using the website. Note that the benefit of using the website is increasing in the magnitude of the individual-specific price sensitivity parameter, $\gamma_i$.

Now I turn to the cost of using the website. In practice, the website is free to use and only takes a few minutes. However, there may be large non-pecuniary costs. In 2007, when the website started, only 58 percent of New Hampshire households had high speed internet.\footnote{See “State of New Hampshire Broadband Action Plan,” New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic Development and Telecommunications Advisory Board, June 30, 2008.} In addition, many individuals were likely unaware of the website and had to be motivated enough to discover the website on their own.

I assume cost has both an observable component, which is a function of individual characteristics $x_{ikmt}$, as well as an unobservable component, $\nu_{ikmt}$. Observable characteristics include age categories, gender, income, education, Charlson Comorbidity Index, emergency indicator, and year fixed effects in order to account for the fact that more individuals may hear about the website over time, reducing the implicit cost.\footnote{This also accounts for the fact that more consumers have broadband internet over time.} I also include a constant.

Individuals use the website if the net benefit is positive

$$\frac{\theta b_{ikmt}}{\text{Website Benefit}} - \frac{\phi x_{ikmt} + \nu_{ikmt}}{\text{Website Cost}} > 0$$

(13)

I assume that the distribution of $\nu_{ikmt}$ is distributed i.i.d. type 1 extreme value (with normalized variance). Therefore, the observed probability that individual $i$ uses the website for the price of procedure $m$ at time $t$ takes the logistic form:

$$\vartheta_{ikmt} = \frac{\exp(\theta b_{ikmt} - \phi x_{ikmt})}{1 + \exp(\theta b_{ikmt} - \phi x_{ikmt})}$$

(14)

where $\theta$ and $\phi$ are parameters to be estimated.

Website traffic logs provide an estimate of the number of individuals that use the website for each procedure in each month. Since it is not possible to link website usage to individual claims, it is necessary to connect the model’s predicted individual website usage to overall website usage in each month for each procedure. Conditional on the parameters, the average predicted website usage for a procedure-month is given by $\dot{\vartheta}_{mt} = \frac{1}{n_{mt}} \sum_{i \in I_{mt}} \vartheta_{ikmt}$ where $n_{mt}$ is the number of individuals receiving procedure $m$ in month $t$.

### 3.4 Joint Estimation of Demand

#### Likelihood Function and Estimation

The likelihood function is directly based on the structural equations describing individual provider choices and website usage. The first component of the likelihood function is the probability of choosing the provider that was actually chosen. If the website is not available, individuals have uncertainty about prices and choice probabilities are given by Equation 9. If the website is available, the choice probabilities are given by Equation 2 if the website is actually used, where the probability of using the website is given by Equation 14. The second component of the
likelihood function is the probability of actual website traffic given predicted website usage. The likelihood function is described in greater detail in Appendix C.

To estimate the model, I use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimator to simulate the posterior distribution of \( \Theta = (\sigma, \gamma, \rho, \alpha, \xi, \beta, \sigma, \theta, \phi) \). The key estimation challenge is computing high dimensional integrals in order to find the expectation over \( e_{ikmt} \), individuals’ unobserved beliefs. The standard maximum likelihood estimation strategy is to use simulation methods and draw from \( f(e_{ikmt}) \), calculate the log-likelihood for each draw, and average over the results to obtain the simulated log-likelihood for a given value of the parameters. Given the high dimensionality of \( e_{ikmt} \), this approach is not computationally feasible. The MCMC estimator overcomes the curse of dimensionality by sampling the parameter space conditional on the data.

I employ Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), a variant of MCMC.\(^47\) Relative to standard MCMC algorithms such as Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampling, this approach is known to converge significantly faster for high-dimensional problems, making it well suited for a situation with alternative-specific unobservables. In addition, it does not necessitate the use of conjugate priors, allowing for more flexible modeling assumptions. For posterior estimation, I use 4 chains, each with 2,000 warmup draws, which are discarded, and 2,000 sample draws. See Appendix C for additional estimation details.

It is important to note that using Bayesian methods for estimation does not impose additional assumptions since I use uninformative priors for all of the structural parameters.\(^48\) The use of MCMC is primarily motivated by the fact that it is computationally attractive.

**Identification Intuition**

Without variation in consumers’ information set, it is difficult or impossible to separately identify price sensitivity and the degree of price uncertainty, i.e. the observed choices from a population with low price sensitivity are potentially observationally equivalent to the observed choices from a population with high price sensitivity but limited information about prices. I overcome this issue by exploiting quasi-random variation due to the introduction of the price transparency website.

To describe the source of identification, I begin by focusing on individuals with price information. Assuming the researcher can identify a subset of consumers that have price information, identification of demand parameters \( (\sigma, \gamma, \rho, \alpha, \xi, \beta) \) follows the same argument as for the standard mixed logit model. Identification relies on variation in observed provider choices when the characteristics of the providers or the choice set differ. In particular, price sensitivity is identified by the fact that the price of a given provider varies depending on an individual’s insurer, if the individual is under the deductible, and year. In addition, the choice set of consumers varies over insurers, locations, and years. Substitution patterns help identify the variance of the random coefficient on price.

\(^47\)This approach, developed by Hoffman and Gelman (2014), uses the gradient of the log posterior density to more efficiently sample the posterior distribution and ensure that sampling does not double back on the parameter space. This algorithm is implemented in the Stan programming language, which I use to automatically compute gradients and estimate the model.

\(^48\)In supplemental material, I examine a simplified version of the model with a small choice set and show that point estimates and standard errors obtained via simulated maximum likelihood are very similar to those obtained via MCMC estimation.
In order to illustrate how underlying tastes and the degree of price uncertainty are separately identified, it is useful to start by describing the ideal experiment. Consider a population that is randomly divided into a treatment group and control group. Although both groups have the same distribution of preferences, the treatment group is given information about prices. If the treatment group appears more price sensitive than the control group, it must be due to the fact that the control group had noisy beliefs about prices. The extent to which individuals in the control group are less price sensitive provides information about the signal variance.\footnote{The mean bias of beliefs is not identified in the case in which all individuals choose an inside option. This is because if individuals underestimate or overestimate the price of all options in the choice set, observed choices do not change.}

In this paper, I take advantage of a natural experiment in which a price transparency website was available for a subset of consumers. In contrast to the ideal experiment described above, individuals often did not use the website even when it was available. However, conditional on $\theta$ and $\phi$, the parameters that predict website usage, the observed choices of individuals who used the website when it is available can be compared to the observed choices of similar individuals who would have used the website if it were available. For this population, the identification argument is the same as in the ideal experiment.

Finally, I turn to identification of the website usage parameters (i.e. $\theta$ and $\phi$). In principle, these parameters can be identified by observing which individuals appear to be more price sensitive when the website is available relative to when the website is not available. In practice, identification is facilitated by using the website traffic data and exploiting variation in website traffic across months and across procedures. In particular, correlation between consumers' benefit of using the website and observed website traffic helps identify $\theta$, while correlation between observed characteristics of consumers and observed website traffic helps identify $\phi$, the cost.

\section{Bargaining between Providers and Insurers}

In a variety of markets, prices are determined through bilateral bargaining. For instance, wholesalers negotiate prices with retailers and unions negotiate wages with employers. Although there is a growing empirical literature that seeks to shed light on how outcomes are determined in these markets, there is little evidence about how information frictions, in particular price transparency, affects equilibrium outcomes when prices are negotiated.

In this section, I extend the bargaining model from Gowrisankaran et al. (2015) by incorporating information frictions. Using the estimates from the demand model given in the previous section, I use the model to estimate the marginal cost of each procedure at each provider. These estimates are then used in Section 6 and Section 7 to simulate negotiated prices under various counterfactual scenarios.
4.1 Bargaining Model

In each year, insurer $k$ negotiates the price of procedure $m$ with each provider in the insurer’s network, $j \in \mathcal{N}_{kmt}$. For the analysis, I assume that each provider negotiates independently. I also take the set of providers $\mathcal{J}$ and networks $\mathcal{N}_{kmt}$ as given.

I start by describing the gains from trade for provider $j$ when contracting with insurer $k$. The provider’s profit from individual $i$ enrolled in insurer $k$ receiving procedure $m$ at time $t$ is given by

$$\Pi_{ijkmt}^{J}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{ikmt}) = s_{ijkmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{ikmt})[p_{jkmt} - mc_{jkmt}]$$

where $mc_{jkmt}$ is the marginal cost of the procedure and $s_{ijkmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{ikmt})$ is the choice probability which depends on whether the individual is informed about prices, $\vartheta_{ikmt}$. Without a contract with the insurer, the provider’s profit from a given individual is zero. Therefore, the gains from trade are simply the provider profit summed over individuals and procedures.

Next, I turn to the insurer’s gains from trade. For a given individual, the reimbursement amount paid by the insurer across all providers is

$$TC_{ikmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt}) = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_{kmt}} p_{jkmt}(1 - c_{ikmt})s_{ijkmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{ikmt})$$

Following Gowrisankaran et al. (2015), I also assume that insurers internalize the consumer surplus of their enrollees. When consumers are informed about prices, consumer surplus takes the standard form (see Equation 3). However, insurers are aware when consumers have uncertainty about prices, and consumer surplus includes a term that accounts for incorrect beliefs. In particular, consumer surplus is given by Equation 10.

The insurer’s surplus generated by an individual visit is then the weighted sum of consumer surplus and total cost

$$\Pi_{ikmt}^{K}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt}) = \zeta CS_{ikmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt}) - TC_{ikmt}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt})$$

where $\zeta$ is a parameter reflecting the relative weight on consumer surplus. The insurer gains from trade for an enrollee visit are the difference between the surplus generated with and without provider $j$ in the network

$$\Delta_{j}\Pi_{ikmt}^{K}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt}) = \Pi_{ikmt}^{K}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt}) - \Pi_{ikmt}^{K}(\mathcal{N}_{kmt} \setminus j, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\vartheta_{kmt})$$

Equation 17 and Equation 18 can be thought of as a stylized approach to modeling the in-
surer’s profit function. The consumer surplus of the insurer’s enrollees enters the insurer’s surplus function since a larger consumer surplus implies that the insurer can charge higher premiums to consumers, generating profit for the insurer. Unlike Ho and Lee (2017), I do not explicitly model insurer competition. Given that I find no reduced-form effect of price transparency on insurance choice, I argue that holding insurer competition fixed is relatively innocuous in this context.

I now define the Nash bargaining problem that determines equilibrium prices. Importantly, the equilibrium price at a given provider, \( p_{jkm} \), also depends on the price of the procedure at other providers. Following Horn and Wolinsky (1988) and the previous empirical bargaining literature, I assume that equilibrium prices are those that solve the Nash bargaining solution given the equilibrium prices at other providers, \( p_{k} \). In other words, a hypothetical disagreement is assumed to not affect other prices. Collard-Wexler et al. (2014) rationalize this model by showing conditions under which the Nash-in-Nash solution is equivalent to a non-cooperative extensive form game with alternating offers.

Therefore, the Nash bargaining solution is the negotiated prices for each provider-insurer-procedure triple in a given year, \( p_{jkm}^{*} \), that satisfy

\[
\arg \max_{p_{jkm}} \left( \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} E_{e} \left[ \Pi_{jkm}^{i} \left( N_{kmt}, p_{jkm}, p_{k} \right) \right] \right)^{\tau_{h}} \left( \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} E_{e} \left[ \Delta_{i} \Pi_{jkm}^{i} \left( N_{kmt}, p_{jkm}, p_{k} \right) \right] \right)^{1-\tau_{h}}
\]

where the gains from trade are summed over all individuals enrolled in insurer \( k \) receiving procedure \( m \) in year \( t \), \( I_{kmt} \). The Nash bargaining weight is \( \tau_{h} \in [0, 1] \), which is allowed to vary based on whether the provider is a hospital. Since insurers and providers do not know the price signals that consumers will receive, both take the expectation over consumer beliefs.

Unlike the previous literature, I model bargaining for each procedure separately rather than for a price index. This is important for capturing the fact that there is not a simple scaling of procedure prices for each insurer. In addition, separate bargaining is needed to explain observed changes in negotiated prices for procedures on the website relative to procedures not on the website. One concern is that bargaining over a given procedure is not independent of other procedures. For instance, hospitals may be able to leverage the fact that they provide services other than medical imagining when negotiating with insurers. One reason for allowing the bargaining parameter, \( \tau_{h} \), to vary by whether the provider is a hospital is that it helps account for this issue without explicitly modeling all inpatient and outpatient procedures.

Empirical models of bilateral bargaining in vertical markets generally assume that the negotiating parties do not have asymmetrical information about the relevant gains from trade. As in the previous literature, I assume that insurers and providers have full information. Price transparency indirectly affects equilibrium prices since changes in consumer behavior affect the gains from trade. In the context of hospital-supplier bargaining, Grennan and Swanson (2016) find

53In Brown (2019), I examine whether insurance enrollment changed after the introduction of the price transparency website and do not find a statistically significant effect.

54The providers and insurers know the variance of the price signals, \( \sigma^{2} \). In practice, beliefs are simulated by drawing from the distribution of \( e_{ikm} \), computing each term, and then averaging over the draws.

55For example, negotiated prices for X-rays are higher for Anthem than for Harvard Pilgrim. However, the opposite is true for MR scans.
evidence that price transparency affects negotiated prices in a way that is consistent with a theoretical model of bargaining under asymmetric information. While hospital-insurer bargaining may also involve asymmetric information, I argue that this concern is mitigated in the context of New Hampshire since the price transparency initiatives allowed insurers and providers access to information about prices for all procedures, not just those on the website. By exploiting variation in the procedures listed on the website, which was targeted at consumers, I argue that the model isolates the effect of consumer information rather than firm information. Further research is needed to understand whether price transparency affects provider-insurer bargaining directly.

4.2 First Order Condition of the Bargaining Problem

I now turn to the equilibrium of the bargaining model. The first order condition of the bargaining problem given by Equation 19 implies that equilibrium prices are determined by marginal cost plus a margin

\[ p_{jkmt} = mc_{jkmt} + \left(1 - \tau_h \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left[ \sum_{i \in I_{km}} E_{e} \Delta_j \Pi_{ikmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{kmt}) \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left[ \sum_{i \in I_{km}} E_{e} \delta_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{kmt}) \right] \right)^{-1} \]

I present further detail, including the derivation of \( \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left[ \sum_{i \in I_{km}} E_{e} \Delta_j \Pi_{ikmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{kmt}) \right] \), in Appendix E. Given that there are many providers in each network, a single price change has a minimal effect on individuals’ prior about the distribution of prices. For tractability, I assume that providers and insurers do not take into account changes in individuals’ priors, and therefore hold the prior fixed when solving the first order condition.

The Nash-in-Nash bargaining model nests the standard Bertrand-Nash pricing assumption when \( \tau_h = 1 \). In this case, providers unilaterally set prices and an increase in price transparency that makes demand more elastic leads to lower prices in equilibrium.

In the market for privately-provided health care, insurers negotiate their own rates with each provider that are thought to be lower than what a Bertrand-Nash pricing assumption would imply. This corresponds to the case in which \( \tau_h < 1 \). Therefore, it is important to also understand how price transparency affects insurers’ incentive to negotiate lower prices.

There are multiple channels through which consumer price transparency can affect equilibrium outcomes in the bargaining model. First, price transparency affects the incentives of the provider. This can be seen by noting that the provider gains-from-trade are a function of the choice probabilities, \( s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt}) \), which depend on website usage, \( \vartheta_{ikmt} \). In general, demand is more elastic when more consumers are informed about prices. Under a Bertrand-Nash pricing assumption, this implies that providers will choose lower prices when more consumers are informed.

---

56 Firms had access to public-use versions of the NHCHIS dataset. Conversations with market participants indicate they were likely informed about prices independently of the website.

57 For simplicity, I omit the * used to indicate equilibrium outcomes.

58 Under Bertrand-Nash pricing, providers would be able to set prices unilaterally. In the absence of price information, demand is extremely inelastic, implying extremely large markups. In many cases, Bertrand-Nash pricing would imply negative marginal cost.
informed. Similarly, in the bargaining framework, providers have less incentive to negotiate high prices.

The effect of price transparency on insurers’ incentives are more complicated. Insurers always wish to negotiate the lowest prices possible. Holding provider incentives fixed, insurers have the greatest ability to demand lower prices when they can credibly threaten to drop a provider from their network, i.e. when the insurer’s gains-from-trade are low. Price transparency has an ambiguous effect on insurer’s gains from trade, and therefore has an ambiguous effect on equilibrium prices. This can be seen by noting that insurer gains from trade are, in part, a function of the change in cost, $\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ikmt}$. Price transparency allows insurers to steer patients to low-price providers, lowering the cost of having expensive providers in the network. This in turn reduces the incentives of insurers to negotiate lower prices with these providers by changing $\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ikmt}$ and $\Pi^K_{ikmt}$ in Equation 20. Therefore, when demand becomes more elastic due to increased price transparency, it is not always the case that all prices decline.

4.3 Estimation and Identification of Bargaining Model

In this section, I describe the estimation strategy for the bargaining model. Following the previous empirical bargaining literature, I parameterize marginal cost and use the bargaining first-order condition to derive a moment condition which is then estimated using GMM.

The marginal cost of a visit is assumed to vary by procedure, provider, and year and is additively separable taking the form

$$mc_{jkmt} = \eta_j + \eta_m + \eta_t + \epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}}$$

(21)

where $\eta_j$ are provider fixed effects and $\eta_m$ are procedure fixed effects. Health care prices increased significantly over the six year period, therefore it is important to include year fixed effects, $\eta_t$. The unobservable component of marginal cost is $\epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}}$. I assume providers have constant returns to scale.

Using the parameterized marginal cost above along with the first-order condition given by Equation 20, the marginal cost error is given by

$$\epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}} = \eta_j + \eta_m + \eta_t - p_{jkmt} + \left(-\frac{1-\tau_h}{\tau_h} \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \sum_{i \in I_{km}} [\Delta_j CS_{ikmt} - TC_{ikmt}] - \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \frac{\sum_{i \in I_{km}} s_{ijkmt}}{\sum_{i \in I_{km}} s_{ijkmt}}\right)^{-1}$$

(22)

This is used to form a moment condition, $E[\epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}} | Z_{jkmt}] = 0$, where $Z_{jkmt}$ is a vector of variables assumed to be exogenous. The model assumes that the bargaining participants know $mc_{jkmt}$, including $\epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}}$, implying that prices are potentially endogenous. Following the previous literature, I address this issue by including two instruments: predicted willingness-to-pay for each provider at mean price and predicted total provider quantity at mean price. Although these instruments are correlated with price, it is assumed that they are uncorrelated with $\epsilon_{MC_{jkmt}}$. The

59Note that price transparency also affects the consumer surplus of the insurer’s enrollees, $CS_{ikmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \theta_{kmt})$, since individuals can switch to lower cost providers and are not surprised by the bill (see Equation 3 and Equation 10).

60 These are a similar set of instruments as those used by Gowrisankaran et al. (2015). They also include willingness-to-pay for the hospital system and willingness-to-pay per enrollee for each insurer.
identification of parameters \( \eta, \tau_h, \) and \( \zeta \) follows from a similar argument as that presented in Gowrisankaran et al. (2015). The provider choice and website usage parameters from the demand model allow me to construct \( CS_{ikmt}, TC_{ikmt} \), and \( s_{ijkmt} \), as well as their derivatives with respect to price (these are given in Appendix E). In the bargaining model, these are treated like data. Variation in provider incentives (determined by \( s_{ijkmt} \) and \( \partial s_{ijkmt}/\partial p_{jkmt} \)) and insurer incentives (determined by \( CS_{ikmt}, TC_{ikmt}, \partial CS_{ikmt}/\partial p_{jkmt}, \) and \( \partial TC_{ikmt}/\partial p_{jkmt} \)) that can explain variation in prices identifies \( \zeta \) and \( \tau_h \). This variation comes in part from the introduction of the price transparency website. The remaining price variation identifies the marginal cost fixed effects, \( \eta \). Unlike Gowrisankaran et al. (2015), I take advantage of price variation across individual procedures. This provides an additional source of variation to identify \( \zeta \) and \( \tau_h \).

5 Results

5.1 Estimates from Demand Model

Estimates from Multinomial Logit Model

Before presenting the results from the full demand model, I start by examining a naive model in which I interact the availability of the website and the price coefficient rather than explicitly model individuals' beliefs.\(^{61}\)

Table A-5 presents the coefficient estimates and standard errors from the simple logit model. The magnitude of the price coefficient is larger when consumers have access to the price transparency website, indicating that the website increases the effective demand elasticity of the population. The difference is statistically significant. This provides further evidence that the website had a meaningful impact on consumer behavior.

It is important to note that the estimates from this model lack a straightforward interpretation and do not allow for welfare calculations. The full model is needed to recover individuals’ underlying taste parameters, including price sensitivity, in order to evaluate counterfactuals and conduct welfare analysis.

Provider Choice and Website Usage Estimates

Table 3 presents estimates for parameters of the full demand model. I focus on specification 1, which reflects the baseline model presented in Section 3. The first column reports the mean of the estimated posterior distribution of each parameter implied by the MCMC estimation procedure. The second column reports the standard deviation of the posterior distribution.\(^{62}\)

The magnitude of mean price sensitivity, \( \bar{\gamma}_i \), is much larger than the price coefficient in the simple logit model presented in the previous section. This reflects the fact that \( \gamma_i \) can now be

---

\(^{61}\)I assume representative utility takes the form

\[ -\gamma_1 q_{mt} \bar{p}_{jkmt}^P - \gamma_2 (1 - q_{mt}) \bar{p}_{jkmt}^P + \delta_{ijkmt} \]

where \( q_{mt} \) is an indicator for whether procedure \( m \) is available on the website at time \( t \). Therefore, \( \gamma_1 \) is the price coefficient when the website is available and \( \gamma_2 \) is the price coefficient when the website is not available. I also include \( \delta_{ijkmt} \), which contains the same non-price characteristics as in Equation 1.

\(^{62}\)Note that for explanatory variables that overlap with the simple logit model, the standard deviation of the parameter posterior distributions are similar to the standard errors reported in Table A-5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Choice Parameters</th>
<th>Specification 1</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Specification 2</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOP Price Mean (−γ)</td>
<td>−0.0110</td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td>−0.0172</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOP Price SD (σγ)</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOP Price × Cost Sharing (ρ)</td>
<td>−0.0081</td>
<td>(0.0012)</td>
<td>−0.0004</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (α1)</td>
<td>−0.0351</td>
<td>(0.0018)</td>
<td>−0.0351</td>
<td>(0.0017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Squared (α2)</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral Indicator</td>
<td>2.581</td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
<td>2.544</td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Age 19-35</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
<td>−0.024</td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Age 36-50</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Age 51-64</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Male</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>−0.048</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Income</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×BA</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Charlson</td>
<td>−0.078</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>−0.066</td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital×Emergency</td>
<td>1.353</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>1.283</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website Choice Parameters</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit (θ)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost (φ)</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>(0.482)</td>
<td>1.723</td>
<td>(0.575)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−1.421</td>
<td>(0.382)</td>
<td>−1.648</td>
<td>(0.489)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 19-35</td>
<td>−1.558</td>
<td>(0.342)</td>
<td>−1.954</td>
<td>(0.438)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 36-50</td>
<td>−1.739</td>
<td>(0.331)</td>
<td>−2.115</td>
<td>(0.421)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>(0.161)</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>(0.179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>−0.036</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>−0.041</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson Comorbidity</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>(0.088)</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>(0.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient Emergency</td>
<td>14.986</td>
<td>(5.811)</td>
<td>15.043</td>
<td>(5.946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2007</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>(0.081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2008</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year: 2009</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Signal (σ)</td>
<td>176.3</td>
<td>(9.3)</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>(10.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Observations                                                  | 109,626         |     | 109,626         |     |

Notes: Table shows the mean and standard deviation of the posterior distribution estimated via MCMC. Specification 1 refers to the model in which consumers know the mean and variance of the price distribution and use this information to form a prior about prices. Specification 2 assumes consumers have an uninformative prior about prices. The provider-choice equation also includes provider-procedure group fixed effects (not shown). For the website choice model, the omitted year is 2010 and the omitted age group is ≤18.
interpreted as consumer’s underlying price sensitivity when prices are known, i.e. underlying marginal utility of income, rather than observed price sensitivity. There is heterogeneity in the price sensitivity parameter, which is negatively correlated with consumer cost sharing. This implies that consumers with high price sensitivity select into generous insurance plans. Coefficients on other variables are largely consistent with the results from the naive logit model.

The estimate of $\sigma$ is shown at the bottom of Table 3. The estimates imply that, in the absence of price information, individuals have a large degree of uncertainty about prices. Given that the interpretation of $\sigma$ is complex, it is useful to consider an example from the data. Figure A-3 shows a sample individual choosing between six providers that range in price from about $200 to $600. Using the estimate of $\sigma$, the individual’s beliefs about the price of each option can be simulated given different potential draws from the distribution of signal noise. The 95 percent confidence interval for these beliefs is shown for each option in the choice set. Beliefs are quite heterogeneous, implying that there is a non-trivial chance that the individual will believe the expensive options (such as option 6), are actually inexpensive.

I compare uninformed consumers beliefs about prices with the true price. On average, there is a 28 percent absolute difference between beliefs and true prices. The gap is even larger for individuals under the deductible—41 percent. These information frictions effectively make residual demand more inelastic. The implied price elasticity of demand evaluated at mean prices when consumers are uninformed is only -0.19, however it would be -0.38 if they were fully informed.63

Turning to the website choice parameters, the coefficient on the monetary benefit of using the website, $\theta$, is positive. This implies that consumers are more likely to use the website if the potential benefit is large, either because of the potential savings or individual-specific price sensitive. Examining the coefficients on explanatory variables that make up the observable part of the cost of using the website, there is evidence that higher income consumers have a higher cost, perhaps because of higher opportunity cost of time. At the same time, more educated individuals have a lower cost of using the website, consistent with the fact that they are more likely to be proficient internet users. Patients receiving a procedure after an emergency episode have a higher cost. Furthermore, there is a lower estimated cost of using the website in 2010, the omitted year. This may reflect the fact that the website became better known over time. Overall, the cost of using the website is estimated to be $48 on average.64 Note that the magnitude of $\theta$ is relatively small, indicating that, while selection is present, unobserved factors, such as word-of-mouth or internet proficiency, are important for determining website usage.

Specification 2 in Table 3 shows estimates for a model in which individuals do not know the distribution of prices before receiving signals. The parameter estimates are largely consistent with the main specification, however the welfare implications differ. This details of this alternative model, along with the implications, are described in greater detail in Section D. I argue that the alternative model is less realistic given that individuals are likely to ignore prices more as the variance of the signal noise increases.

63For each procedure at each provider, residual demand elasticity for the general case in which consumers are uninformed is calculated as \((p_{OP}^m/s_{OP}m)\frac{1}{N}\sum_{i,k,t}gamma_{itkm}w_{itkm}s_{itkm}(1 - s_{itkm})\), where all expressions are evaluated at the mean price. The residual demand for each procedure at each provider is then averaged.

64Given that this reflects awareness of the website, I do not include the cost of using the website in welfare calculations.
5.2 Estimates from Supply Model

Table 4 provides results from the bilateral bargaining model. The estimated bargaining weight is 0.29 for non-hospitals and 0.44 for hospitals, implying that insurer incentives are important for explaining equilibrium prices. Consistent with the idea that hospitals have greater leverage in negotiations all else equal, hospitals have a larger bargaining parameter. Overall, these bargaining parameters are reasonable when compared with other estimates of hospital bargaining power in the literature.\textsuperscript{65}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bargaining Weight: Base ($\tau_h=0$)</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bargaining Weight: Hospital ($\tau_h=1-\tau_h=0$)</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>(0.091)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurer CS Weight ($\zeta$)</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>(0.196)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedure FE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider FE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year FE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 4,832

Notes: GMM estimates using results from the baseline demand model. Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.

Insurers acting as perfect agents for patients would place the same weight on cost and consumer surplus. The estimated weight on consumer surplus in the insurer’s surplus function is 0.84, implying that insurers put more weight on cost than consumer surplus. This suggest that insurers are not fully internalizing the benefits to consumers, perhaps due to market power. However, the estimate is relatively imprecise as seen by the bootstrapped standard error.\textsuperscript{66}

The estimates from the bargaining model can be used to construct the marginal cost of each procedure at each provider in each year. The marginal cost estimates are summarized by procedure group in Table 5. Although MR scans are the most expensive, the estimated marginal cost is actually slightly less than for CT scans. The large markups for MR scans may reflect the fact that there are fewer providers with an MRI machine, implying more concentrated markets. X-rays having lower marginal cost, consistent with the fact that X-rays require less complicated equipment.

6 Effect of the Price Transparency Website

In this section I use the estimates from the previous section to examine the effect of New Hampshire’s price transparency website. First, I calculate the overall equilibrium effect of the website by

\textsuperscript{65}For comparison, Ho and Lee (2017) estimate provider bargaining weights between 0.50 and 0.88. However, Gowrisankaran et al. (2015) estimate provider bargaining weights that average 0.24. These papers examine bargaining over an index of hospital services, rather than outpatient medical imaging procedures.

\textsuperscript{66}Standard errors are calculated by resampling the set of provider-procedure-insurer-year observations used to estimate the bargaining and marginal cost parameters. In particular, 100 bootstrap samples are used. Accounting for the variance of demand model estimates when estimating the supply model is beyond the scope of this paper due to computational limitations.
Table 5  
Marginal Cost Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Baseline Price</th>
<th>Estimated Marginal Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Scans</td>
<td>1,900.0</td>
<td>979.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI Scans</td>
<td>2,167.6</td>
<td>999.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Rays</td>
<td>525.7</td>
<td>568.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Prices are simulated using the algorithm described in Appendix F. The unit of observation is a provider, procedure, insurer, year. All prices in 2010 dollars.

simulating demand and supply with and without the price transparency website. In order to validate the model, the estimated spending change can be compared to reduced-form estimates. The structural model also allows for an analysis of the welfare effects as well as the effect conditional on using the website.

I start by estimating the effect of the website on average spending for all individuals in the sample.\(^{67}\) Overall, counterfactual simulations imply that the website reduced overall spending by 3.9 percent. The reduction in out-of-pocket costs is especially important. Out-of-pocket costs declined by 7.6% while insurer cost declined by 3.5%. In Appendix G I compare these estimates to the reduced-form intent-to-treat effect using a difference-in-difference approach. The results are quite similar, helping to validate the model and lending credence to the counterfactual simulations in the remainder of the paper that cannot be analyzed using reduced-form methods.

Next, I examine the effect conditional on using the website, i.e. treatment-on-the-treated effect. The first panel of Table 6 summarizes the effect of using the website holding prices fixed.\(^{68}\) First, I examine individuals that are not subject to a deductible, either because they have surpassed their annual deductible amount or because they have a plan that does not have a deductible. These individuals pay a relatively small portion of the total negotiated prices, therefore the savings from using the website are only $16 per visit on average. Although consumers only take into account the out-of-pocket price, there is correlation between the provider out-of-pocket price and the insurer price. Therefore, insurers also benefit from the increased price shopping (insurers save $18 on average).

Consumers subject to a deductible benefit most from the price transparency website. Individuals who used the website and have a deductible saved an estimated $200 per visit, a savings of 36 percent compared to prices they would have paid in the absence of the website. Given that these individuals paid the full negotiated price, there are no insurer savings.

I compute the change in consumer surplus for individuals who use the website using Equation 3 and Equation 10.\(^{69}\) The gain is smaller than the cost savings—$103 for individuals subject

\(^{67}\)The iterative algorithm used to simulate prices is described in Appendix F. These prices are then used to calculate the average percent change in spending due to the website.

\(^{68}\)Demand-side results hold prices fixed using simulated prices for the baseline case in which the website does not exist.

\(^{69}\)The implied cost of using the price transparency tool, given in Equation 13, is not included in the calculation of consumer surplus since it likely reflects lack of awareness about the website rather than an actual pecuniary cost.
Table 6
Effect for Individuals Predicted to have Used the Transparency Website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th></th>
<th>Insurer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OOP Price</td>
<td>OOP Price</td>
<td>Δ Price</td>
<td>Δ CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wo/ Website</td>
<td>w/ Website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>-16.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>561.5</td>
<td>361.9</td>
<td>-199.7</td>
<td>103.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Demand-Side Effects Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Insurer Price</th>
<th>Insurer Price</th>
<th>Δ Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wo/ Website</td>
<td>w/ Website</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>828.5</td>
<td>810.3</td>
<td>-18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>828.5</td>
<td>775.4</td>
<td>-53.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Demand- and Supply-Side Effects

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>561.5</td>
<td>349.7</td>
<td>-211.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Weighted prices calculated using estimated probability of using website. Demand-side effects are calculated holding observed prices fixed. When analyzing supply-side effects, prices are recomputed for the baseline case (with the website) and the counterfactual scenario in which the website did not exist. All prices in 2010 dollars.

to a deductible. This is due to the fact that, without price information, individuals place less weight on price (since \( w_{ikmt} \) is low) and choose providers based on non-price characteristics, such as distance and perceived quality, that are known. With price information, individuals tend to choose less expensive providers, however these providers tend to have worse non-price attributes. Although individuals with a deductible save $200 when they have price information, the providers they choose are $97 worse on non-price characteristics.

In the second panel of Table 6, I account for the fact that the website changed negotiated prices in addition to consumer choices. Rather than hold prices fixed, I re-simulate prices for the case in which some individuals used the price transparency website. Accounting for the equilibrium effects, the savings from the website were slightly larger. Consumers without a deductible saved $18 while individuals subject to a deductible saved $212. In contrast, the insurers saved $53 per visit. Overall, the supply-side effects are modest, consistent with the fact that a relatively small fraction of consumers use the price transparency website. However, the supply-side effect also benefited consumers who did not use the website, which is reflected in Table A-10. The next section examines counterfactuals in which a larger fraction of consumers were informed about prices, thus potentially generating larger supply-side effects.

7 Out-of-Sample Counterfactuals

I now use the estimates from the demand and supply model to examine counterfactual policy simulations and explore the broader implications of price uncertainty.

7.1 Effect of Increased Price Transparency on Overall Savings

Only about 8 percent of consumers used the price transparency tool when it was available, implying that there is a large cost of using the website. Much of this cost is likely non-pecuniary, i.e. individuals may not have even known that the website existed. Interventions that reduce this implicit cost, such as advertising the website or even subsidizing usage, would increase the
In order to analyze increased price transparency, I examine counterfactuals in which I incrementally reduce the cost of becoming informed about prices, increasing the fraction of consumers with price information. Figure 4 summarizes the main effect on total cost for the patient and insurer. I begin by simulating prices for the case in which no individuals have price information, then simulating demand for various cases holding the distribution of prices fixed. This demand-side effect is given by the dashed line in Figure 4. As more individuals choose to use the price transparency effort, average savings increases. However there are decreasing returns due to the fact that website usage is endogenous—the benefit for the marginal consumers is smaller when the cost of using the website is low. There are savings of less than $50 per visit if all consumers are informed. This is modest given the large dispersion in prices, but is consistent with the fact that many individuals have limited incentive to price-shop even with full information given limited cost sharing.

As more consumers become informed about prices, the demand curve facing providers effectively becomes more elastic. The change in demand affects equilibrium prices, as determined by the bargaining first order condition, potentially generating a positive externality for consumers even if they do not use the price transparency website. I examine the equilibrium effect by simulating prices at each point in Figure 4. I then use these prices to compute consumers choices and overall spending.

Notes: Demand-side effect holds prices fixed at distribution simulated with no price transparency. Equilibrium effect re-simulates equilibrium prices for each level of price transparency. All figures in 2010 dollars.
Table 7
Counterfactual Simulations for Negotiated Provider Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Price</th>
<th>%Δ Price</th>
<th>Mean Price Dispersion</th>
<th>%Δ Price Dispersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency (base)</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>545</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Transparency Website</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>−5.1%</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>−1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Price Transparency</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>−22.2%</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>−31.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Shows unweighted prices across all providers/procedures. For the baseline case, prices are computed assuming all individuals have uncertainty about prices. For the price transparency website case, I analyze the case in which the website is available for all procedures in all years. Website usage probabilities are recomputed and then prices are simulated. Price dispersion refers to the interquartile range of prices.

The equilibrium effect of increased price transparency is shown by the solid line in Figure 4. This is the primary counterfactual of interest. As more individuals are informed, the amount saved per visit is highly non-linear. Initially, the supply-side effects are modest—when only a few consumers are informed about prices, equilibrium prices remain relatively constant. When a larger fraction of consumers are informed, there are increasing returns. These supply-side effects imply a large externality for uninformed patients given the lower prices. Once about half of consumers are informed, savings grow only slightly.

It is important to note that the shape of the curve in Figure 4 could theoretically take almost any form depending on the parameters of the model. The primary reason for the large increase in savings when roughly 10 to 50 percent of individuals is the more vigorous price competition in this range. Not only is residual demand for each provider more elastic, but competitors are also reducing prices, creating a “race to the bottom.” Put another way, insurers are increasingly able to negotiate lower prices given that other hospitals are reducing prices. Once about half of consumers are informed, price-cost margins decline and insurers become limited in their ability to negotiate ever lower prices. Therefore, supply-side effects become less relevant once enough consumers are informed.

7.2 Effect of Increased Price Transparency on Consumers, Insurers, and Providers & Welfare Analysis

I examine the counterfactual simulations in greater detail for consumers, insurers, and providers. I focus on three counterfactuals: no price transparency for all procedures in all years, a price transparency website available for all procedures in all years, and full price transparency.

Table 7 shows the supply-side effect of price transparency, i.e. the effect on unweighted prices. When no individuals have price information, the average price of the medical imaging procedures is $843. If a price transparency website is available for all medical imaging procedures in all years, the average price declines 5 percent to $800. This is broadly consistent with difference-in-differences estimates that isolate the supply side. However, note it is not directly comparable to the estimates from the difference-in-differences model or the results in Section 6 since it is the unweighted effect across procedures, insurers, and years.

Finally, I examine the counterfactual scenario in which all individuals are fully informed about prices. This would be the case if, for instance, primary care providers were required to provide a price schedule for all options. In this case,
Table 8
Counterfactual Simulations for Cost, Welfare, and Expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Insurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency (baseline)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Transaction prices are calculated using recomputed prices for each counterfactual. Counterfactual with price transparency website assumes website is available for all imaging procedures in all years. Consumer surplus does not include website usage cost. All figures in 2010 dollars.

prices would be 22 percent lower than the baseline case.

In the third and fourth column of Table 7, I examine the effect on price dispersion, as measured by the interquartile range of prices. An increase in price information reduces the degree of price dispersion. Although the mechanism differs, these results are broadly consistent with the literature stressing that price dispersion can result from search frictions.\(^71\)

Panel (a) of Table 8 presents the overall effect on spending taking into account both supply and demand-side effects, i.e. the effect on transaction prices. If the website were available for all procedures in all years, consumers would save $9 and insurers would save $44 on average, generating $1.2 million in total savings on X-ray, CT scans, and MR scans in New Hampshire. Full price transparency generates savings of $39 for consumers and $281 for insurers.

The effect for providers is shown in Panel (a) of Table A-6. The savings that accrue to individuals and insurers are, in large part, a result of smaller markups for the provider. However, the change in provider markups is smaller than the savings for consumers and insurers. This is due to the fact that individuals with price information switch to providers that have lower estimated marginal cost, e.g. from hospitals to medical imaging centers.\(^72\) The overall net welfare impact for consumers, insurers, and providers is shown in Panel (a) of Table A-8. The net welfare effect of the website is quite small, but becomes economically meaningful when there is full price transparency.

### 7.3 Effect of Price Transparency Combined with High Cost Sharing

One potential reason that current price transparency tools are not widely used is that many consumers, especially those that pay a small coinsurance rate, have modest private gains from becoming informed and price shopping. Therefore, it is also important to understand how price transparency interacts with cost sharing.

Health insurance plans with high cost sharing, such as high-deductible plans, potentially give consumers more “skin in the game”, increasing the incentive to make cost-effective decisions. Partially for this reason, policies such as tax-advantaged Health Savings Accounts have encouraged high cost sharing plans. However, if consumers cannot observe prices, high cost sharing alone may

\(^{71}\) See, for instance, Stigler (1961), Salop and Stiglitz (1977), and Burdett and Judd (1983).

\(^{72}\) It is also important to note that, on average, providers still have positive markups even with full price transparency. The fact that there are positive margins helps mitigate concerns about exit from the market.
Table 9
Counterfactual Simulation Results
Negotiated Provider Prices with High Cost Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Price</th>
<th>%Δ Price</th>
<th>Mean Price Dispersion</th>
<th>%Δ Price Dispersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Price Transparency</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>−10.2%</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Transparency Website</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>−15.2%</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>−14.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Price Transparency</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>−24.0%</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>−32.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Shows counterfactual unweighted prices across all providers/procedures for the case in which all individuals are enrolled in a high cost sharing plan with a 50% coinsurance rate and no deductible. Percent change is relative to the baseline case in which prices are computed assuming all individuals have uncertainty about prices and cost sharing is fixed at the actual level (see baseline in Table 7). Price dispersion refers to the interquartile range of prices. All prices in 2010 dollars.

not lead consumers to switch to less expensive options. For instance, Brot-Goldberg et al. (2017) do not find evidence that high deductible plans increase price shopping.73

In Table 9, I consider the case in which individuals all have plans with a 50 percent coinsurance rate and no deductible. This hypothetical plan is useful for demonstrating how price transparency interacts with cost sharing. Simulations imply that website usage increases 20 percentage points under the high cost sharing scenario since potential savings from using the website are larger. This puts additional downward pressure on prices, resulting in mean prices that are 11 percent lower than with the price transparency website alone. Comparing full price transparency with baseline cost sharing and full price transparency with high cost sharing, the resulting equilibrium prices are similar. The fact that prices are not lower under full price transparency with high cost sharing is partially due to the fact that insurers have less incentive to negotiate lower prices if they incur a smaller portion of the negotiated price. Similar to the case in with cost sharing is held fixed, price dispersion decreases as price transparency increases in the high cost sharing case.

When the website is combined with high cost sharing, the annual savings for patients and insurers are over 50% larger than with the website alone. Full price transparency results in $10 million in savings. Due to the high cost sharing, these savings accrue to the insurer, whereas the consumers have higher out-of-pocket cost.74 The impact of high cost sharing on transaction prices, welfare, and total annual spending taking into account both the demand- and supply-side effects can be found in Table A-7. Depending on the incentives of insurers, premiums may adjust or, given that many individuals are in are in employer-sponsored plans, firms may internalize these costs.

Although much of the reduction in health care spending is due to a transfer from providers to insurers, there are still meaningful net welfare gains according to the model. When full price transparency is combined with high cost sharing, consumers tend to switch to lower marginal cost providers, resulting in a net welfare gain of $4.3 million. Panel (b) of Table A-8 shows the overall

---

73 Although the sample of consumers examined by Brot-Goldberg et al. (2017) had access to a price transparency tool, they note that only a small fraction of consumers knew about it.

74 Depending on the level of insurer competition, these savings could potentially be passed on to consumers in the form of lower insurance premiums, however, given data limitations, I do not model insurance premiums.
welfare impact in greater detail.

Overall, these results highlight that the degree of cost sharing is an important factor affecting an individual’s decision to use the price transparency website. In other words, moral hazard effects impede take-up of the price transparency tool. I find that an increase in cost sharing can incentivize more individuals to become informed, generating large positive spillovers in the form of lower prices. The results suggest that a rather high cost sharing policy is needed to incentive enough patients to become informed and shop. However, greater cost sharing also potentially exposes patients to greater risk.\textsuperscript{75} One potential policy implication is that high cost sharing be applied only to ”shoppable” procedures such as medical imaging when price transparency tools are available.

\section{Discussion and Robustness}

\subsection{Marginal Cost Measures and Supply-Side Effects}

Negotiations between hospitals and insurers are complex and the Nash-in-Nash bargaining model, while theoretically well-grounded, is ultimately a somewhat stylized modeling device. It is reassuring that the bargaining model fairly accurately recovers the supply-side effect of the website estimated using reduced-form methods.

As an additional check, I compare marginal cost estimates to the medicare reimbursement rates for the same bundle of procedures that make up each visit, which, in theory, are meant to reflect procedure cost. Medicare rates also reflect the opportunity cost for providers. While I estimate that the average marginal cost for medical imaging procedures is $546, the average Medicare reimbursement for the same set of procedures is $474 or $501 depending on the provider type.\textsuperscript{76} Medicare rates for X-rays, CT scans, and MR scans are all somewhat lower than estimated marginal cost, but are largely comparable. See Table A-9.

Given that there are some differences with Medicare rates, I also examine how counterfactual simulations would change if Medicare reimbursement rates were used in place of estimated marginal cost. Using Medicare rates, the nonlinear relationship between spending and the fraction of informed patients is quite similar to the baseline result in Figure 4 even though the model can theoretically emit a very different relationship depending on the underlying parameters. See Figure A-5. Overall, these results suggest that increasing returns to price transparency are robust to alternative marginal cost measures.

\subsection{Information Frictions With Respect to Quality and Price as a Signal of Quality}

In general, patients may have uncertainty about provider quality, and price may act as a signal of quality (Wolinsky 1983). The demand model includes provider fixed effects and patient char-

\textsuperscript{75} The model assumes risk-neutrality on the part of consumers, and therefore welfare calculations do not take this into account.

\textsuperscript{76} These are the non-facility and facility reimbursement rates respectively. I use the fee schedule for the bundle of procedures in the visit and then average after aggregating to the procedure-provider-insurer-year level. Medicare reimbursement rates are also inflation adjusted to 2010 dollars.
acteristics interactions, which I interpret as a measure of observed quality or amenities such as whether a provider is in a convenient location. The primary concern is that patients use the price transparency website to choose expensive options perceived to be high quality, especially if they know insurers will pay most of the cost. This would mean that perceived quality is a function of price transparency.

I address this issue in two ways. First, I find no evidence that individuals with low cost sharing choose more expensive providers when the price transparency website becomes available. Second, I directly examine whether the website changes perceived quality in Appendix H. The distribution of provider fixed effects is statistically identical before and after the introduction of the website, providing additional evidence that price information does not change patients’ perception of quality.

These results are consistent with the fact that medical imaging procedures are relatively standardized and individuals do not view higher prices as reflecting higher quality. Indeed, surveys find that the vast majority of New Hampshire residents say higher prices do not reflect higher provider quality. Nevertheless, unobserved quality may play a more important role for complicated procedures. Analogous to information frictions related to price, information frictions related to quality may generate muted provider incentives and could have important implications for consumer surplus (e.g. Dranove 1995). With variation in information about provider quality, the model developed in this paper could be used to estimate the welfare effects of information frictions with respect to quality.

9 Conclusion

This paper examines the effects of price transparency in the market for medical imaging procedures. I develop an empirical model of competition in the market for medical procedures that separately accounts for consumer preferences and consumer uncertainty about prices. A key feature of the model is the fact that consumers choose options they believe to be optimal, but are often surprised by the bill they receive. The model provides insight into the welfare effects of these information frictions, as well as the mechanisms by which price transparency affects provider competition. In particular, I use the model to examine the broader implications of price transparency on prices, spending, and welfare.

These results highlight the importance of information frictions as a cause of high prices and price dispersion in health care. Counterfactual simulations imply that there are considerable spending reductions when roughly half of consumers are informed about prices. The savings are due in large part to the fact that demand effectively becomes more elastic when a large fraction of consumers are informed, allowing insurers to negotiate lower prices with most providers. In general, this also decreases price dispersion.

The results also shed light on two barriers that can explain low take-up of price transparency tools. First, individuals do not internalize the supply-side effects when choosing whether to

---

77 See Brown (2019).

shop for medical services, implying that price information is underutilized relative to the social optimum. Second, patients do not internalize the savings to health insurers. High cost sharing is predicted to increase take-up of price transparency tools, but with important drawbacks.

Although this paper focuses on medical imaging, consumer likely have uncertainty about prices for a wide array of medical procedures. However, price transparency tools may only be effective for procedures that are “shoppable”, estimated to comprise 30 to 40 percent of health care spending.\footnote{Examples of shoppable procedures include outpatient procedures and services such as primary care office visits, simple elective surgeries, and diagnostic testing procedures, as well as some inpatient procedures such as newborn delivery. See White and Eguchi (2014) and Health Care Cost Institute Issue Brief 11 (2016).} It is very difficult to shop for procedures that have prices that differ on a case-by-case basis, such as complicated surgeries. In these cases, price transparency tools are unlikely to provide much useful information unless prices are standardized and providers take on the risk of unexpected costs. In any case, information frictions likely lead to higher prices for these procedures as well.

I conclude that information frictions are important for understanding the effect of competition in the market for health care services. Similar methods as those used for this analysis may be used to examine the consequences of information frictions in other contexts, whether with respect to price, quality, or other product characteristics.
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A Data and Sample Selection

This paper analyzes the market for outpatient medical imaging services. This includes X-rays, computerized tomography (CT) scans, and magnetic resonance imaging (MR) scans, all of which are diagnostic procedures that provide internal images of the body. In Brown (2019), I also use this set of procedures to estimate the effect of the price transparency website using reduced-form methods. However, the empirical model requires that I make additional sample restrictions. In particular, I remove rare medical imaging procedures, defined as those with less than 500 visits per year in the state.\textsuperscript{80} I limit the sample to individuals that live in New Hampshire and choose providers in New Hampshire. Finally, I limit the sample to individuals covered by managed care plans under the three main insurers in the state, Anthem, Cigna, and Harvard-Pilgrim. These insurance companies offer a variety of managed care plans, including Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) plans, Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) plans, Point-of-Service (POS) plans, and Exclusive Provider Organization (EPO) plans.\textsuperscript{81} In all of these plans, the insurers negotiate lower prices with a selected network of providers, however the plans differ according to the level of cost sharing and the rules for seeing specialists or going to an out-of-network provider. Although all individuals in the NHCHIS dataset are insured by plans in New Hampshire, some live outside the state. I remove these individuals as well as individuals that go to providers in states other than New Hampshire and surrounding states (Massachusetts, New York, Maine, and Vermont).

Each medical claim is associated with an individual procedure, however a medical imaging visit may contain multiple procedures.\textsuperscript{82} Since the price of the bundle of procedures is the relevant amount for consumers, the price transparency website displays price aggregated to the visit level. I follow a similar procedure as the website (using the same dataset) in order to calculate visit prices at each provider. In particular, I aggregate to the visit level by summing all procedures on the day of the visit. I exclude visits in which there was a more expensive primary procedure performed on the same day. This ensures that the sample contains only medical imaging visits that are self-contained. The method used to define visits and associated prices is described in greater detail in Brown (2019).

Each visit is categorized by the imaging procedure, defined by a CPT/HCPCS code.\textsuperscript{83} These codes are quite specific and refer to relatively standardized procedures. For each visit, I am able

\textsuperscript{80}When a procedure is rare, it becomes difficult to accurately construct a choice set and prices.
\textsuperscript{81}Less than 2 percent of enrollees are in indemnity (fee-for-service) plans. I remove these individuals.
\textsuperscript{82}For instance, a CT scan may contain a charge for the scan itself as well as supplemental charges for oral contrast agent which help highlight specific parts of the body.
\textsuperscript{83}The American Medical Association developed and maintains Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes. Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes are an extension of CPT codes that include additional procedures and services.
to calculate the out-of-pocket price paid by consumers, the price paid by insurers, as well as the list price.\textsuperscript{84} The list price is not relevant for individuals in the sample since insurers negotiate prices that are lower than the list prices. This negotiated price is obtained by simply summing the amount paid by consumers and insurers. The ratio of the out-of-pocket price to the negotiated price determines the individual-specific level of cost sharing (e.g. if the individual is under the deductible, then the cost sharing is equal to 1).

In general, patients are told they need a diagnostic test by their primary care physician or other specialist. They may receive a referral, however consumers are generally free to schedule an appointment for a medical imaging procedure at any provider within their insurer’s network.\textsuperscript{85} Although the NHCHIS dataset does not have information on referrals, I construct a measure of likely referrals. To do this, I find each individual’s primary care physician in each year, defined as the most frequently visited primary care physician. I then find the most common medical imaging provider chosen by the primary care physician’s patients. Using this, I construct an indicator for likely referrals.

\section*{B Derivation of Website Usage Benefit}

Here I derive the benefit of using the price transparency website. In order to get a closed-form expression, I approximate it using a second-order multivariate Taylor series around the expectation.\textsuperscript{86} The primary reason for using this approximation is that the expression must be computed in every iteration of the estimation procedure. Therefore, simulating the high-dimensional integral is computationally infeasible.

Before using the website, individuals use the available information and believe prices are distributed

$$p_{ijkmt} \sim iid N \left( w_{ikmt}(p_{ijkmt} + e_{ijkmt}) + (1 - w_{ikmt})p_{kmt}, \sigma^2_w w_{ikmt} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (A-1)

With price uncertainty, the ex-ante consumer surplus from an individual’s perspective is determined by evaluating Equation 10 at all possible prices.\textsuperscript{87} Therefore, given individuals’ beliefs, the expected consumer surplus is

$$\frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp \left( -\gamma_i E \left[ \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right] + \delta_{ijkmt} \right) \right) + \int_{\tilde{p}_{ikmt}} \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \left( E \left[ \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right] - \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right) s_{ijkmt} g(\tilde{p}_{ikmt}) d\tilde{p}_{ikmt}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A-2)

where \(g(\tilde{p}_{ikmt})\) is the joint distribution of beliefs determined by the individual’s prior and signals

\textsuperscript{84}The data also contain information on capitation payments to providers. Over the relevant period in New Hampshire, these payments were very small.

\textsuperscript{85}Note I do not include inpatient medical imaging procedures since patients are unlikely to choose their provider when they are already admitted to a hospital.

\textsuperscript{86}In the context of standard errors, a similar approach is often referred to as the delta method.

\textsuperscript{87}I assume individuals evaluate the benefit of using the website prior to knowing idiosyncratic shocks.
following Equation A-1.

In order to evaluate the expected gain from using the website, the individual must compare Equation A-2 with the expected consumer surplus after using the website. If individuals use the website, they can re-optimize. In addition, they will no longer be surprised by the bill. Therefore, given individual’s beliefs, expected consumer surplus with price information is given by

$$\frac{1}{\gamma_i} \int_{\tilde{p}_{ikmt}} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} + \delta_{ijkmt}) \right) g(\tilde{p}_{ikmt}) d\tilde{p}_{ikmt} \tag{A-3}$$

The difference between Equation A-3 and Equation A-2 is the benefit from using the website. Since there does not exist a closed form expression, I derive an approximation using a second-order multivariate Taylor series around the expectation. This approach is necessary since it is computationally infeasible to use simulation-based methods.\(^{88}\)

If we wish to approximate the first moment of the function \(f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)\) given mean values \((\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N)\), the second-order Taylor series is

$$E[f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)] \approx f(\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N) + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\partial f(\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N)}{\partial x_n} E(x_n - \mu_n) + \frac{1}{2!} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{\partial^2 f(\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_N)}{\partial x_n \partial x_k} E((x_n - \mu_n)(x_k - \mu_k))$$

In this case, I wish to approximate the expected value of consumer surplus if individuals use the price transparency website and know prices

$$E_{\tilde{p}_{ikmt}} \left[ \frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} + \delta_{ijkmt}) \right) \right]$$

where \(\tilde{p}_{ikmt}\) is the vector of beliefs. The individual believes each price to be distributed

$$\tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \sim iid \ N \left( E \left[ \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right], Var \left[ \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right] \right)$$

Since price signals are independent

$$E_{\tilde{p}_{ikmt}} \left[ (\tilde{p}_{ijkmt} - E[\tilde{p}_{ijkmt}]) (\tilde{p}_{ij'kmt} - E[\tilde{p}_{ij'kmt}]) \right] = \begin{cases} Var \left[ \tilde{p}_{ijkmt} \right] & \text{if } j = j' \\ 0 & \text{if } j \neq j' \end{cases}$$

Furthermore, note that

$$\frac{\partial^2 \log(\sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \tilde{p}_{ij'kmt} + \delta_{ij'kmt}))}{\partial \tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^2} = \frac{\partial \tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^2}{\partial \tilde{p}_{ijkmt}^2}$$

\(^{88}\)Numerically integrating the expression by simulating draws for each price and then averaging over the draws is computationally expensive given the high dimensionality of \(\tilde{p}_{ikmt}\). In addition, \(\tilde{p}_{ikmt}\) is itself a function of latent variables (i.e. \(e_{ikmt}\)). For these reasons, a closed form expression for \(b_{ikmt}\) is necessary in practice.
\[
\frac{\gamma_i^2 \exp(-\gamma_i \hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ij kmt}) \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt} \setminus j} \exp(-\gamma_i \hat{p}_{ij' kmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ij kmt})}{\left(\sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \hat{p}_{ij' kmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ij kmt})\right)^2}
\]

Using this, the second-order Taylor series evaluated at the expectation is

\[
\frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt}) \right) + \frac{\gamma_i}{2} \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \text{Var}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt}) \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt} \setminus j} \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij' kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt})
\]

Now turn to the consumer surplus without using the website. Note that

\[
\frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt}) \right) + \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] \left[ \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \left( \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] - \hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP} \right) s_{ij kmt} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt}) \right)
\]

since the expected bill shock from the individual’s perspective is zero.

The value of the website is the difference between expected consumer surplus with and without using the website. Therefore, the approximate benefit of the website in dollars is

\[
\frac{\gamma_i}{2} \sum_{j \in N_{kmt}} \text{Var}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt}) \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt} \setminus j} \exp(-\gamma_i \mathbb{E}[\hat{p}_{ij' kmt}^{OP}] + \delta_{ij kmt})
\]

I test this approximation by simulating draws from the distribution of beliefs, computing consumers surplus, and then averaging over the draws to compute the expectation. I find that the simulated expectation is within 5 percent of the second-order approximation using reasonable parameter values.\(^{89}\)

### C Details on Likelihood and Bayesian Estimation

In this section, I discuss the likelihood function and present the model as it is estimated in a Bayesian framework.

The likelihood function has two parts. The first, is the probability of provider choices, which are given by:

\[
s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt}) = \begin{cases} 
\theta_{ikmt} \cdot s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt} = 1) & \text{if website is available} \\
(1 - \theta_{ikmt}) \cdot s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt} = 0) & \text{if website is not available}
\end{cases}
\] (A-4)

If the website is not available for procedure \( m \) at time \( t \), either because it is prior to March 2007 or because the procedure is never on the website, then the consumer has uncertainty about prices and choice probabilities are given by Equation 9. If the website is available for procedure \( m \) at time \( t \), the consumer is informed about prices if the website is actually used. Therefore, choice probabilities are given by a mixture between Equation 2 and Equation 9, where the mixture weights are determined by the predicted probability of using the website, given by Equation 14.

The second component of the likelihood function is the probability of actual website traffic for each procedure-month given predicted website usage. The likelihood of website usage for procedure \( m \) in month \( t \) takes the following binomial form\(^{90}\)

\[
\frac{n_{mt}!}{V_{mt}!(n_{mt} - V_{mt})!} (\vartheta_{mt})^{V_{mt}} (1 - \vartheta_{mt})^{n_{mt} - V_{mt}}
\] (A-5)

where \( n_{mt} \) is the number of individuals receiving procedures and \( V_{mt} \) is the observed search traffic for a given procedure-month.

Therefore, the likelihood function is

\[
L(\Theta) = \frac{\sum_{t} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{m \in M} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}_{kmt}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}_{kmt}} \left[s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, p_{kmt} | \vartheta_{ikmt})\right]^{y_{ijkmt}}}{\sum_{t} \sum_{m \in M} \frac{n_{mt}!}{V_{mt}!(n_{mt} - V_{mt})!} (\vartheta_{mt})^{V_{mt}} (1 - \vartheta_{mt})^{n_{mt} - V_{mt}}}
\] (A-6)

where \( y_{ijkmt} \) is an indicator for the observed choice. The standard approach is find the parameters \( \Theta = (\sigma, \rho, \alpha, \xi, \beta, \sigma, \theta, \phi) \) that maximize the simulated log-likelihood using numerical integration to compute choice probabilities.

Given the high dimensionality of the integral in Equation 9, it is useful to reformulate the above in a Bayesian framework. As I describe in Section 3.4, reformulating the model in this way allows for a computationally feasible estimation strategy that takes advantage of recent advances in Bayesian estimation.

In general, the posterior is defined as

\[
P(\Theta | D) \propto \hat{L}(D | \Theta) P(\Theta)
\]

\(^{90}\)This is an approximation. The predicted probability of website usage within a procedure-month is not identically distributed across individuals, therefore the sum of these Bernoulli distributed variables takes a poisson binomial distribution. Since calculating the density of the poisson binomial distribution is computationally expensive, I apply a commonly used approximation and use a binomial distribution. See Ehm (1991).
where \( \hat{L}(D|\Theta) \) is the likelihood given data \( D \) and \( P(\Theta) \) is the distribution of the parameter prior.

Start by defining an individual’s choice probabilities conditional on unobservables, \( \gamma_i \) and \( e_{ikmt} \)

\[
s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\gamma_i, e_{ikmt}) = \theta_{ikmt} \cdot \exp(-\gamma_i\mathbf{p}_{ijkmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ijkmt}) \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_i\mathbf{p}_{ij'kmt}^{OP} + \delta_{ij'kmt})
+ (1 - \theta_{ikmt}) \cdot \exp(-\gamma_iw_{ikmt}(\mathbf{p}_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt}) + \delta_{ijkmt}) \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp(-\gamma_iw_{ij'kmt}(\mathbf{p}_{ij'kmt}^{OP} + e_{ij'kmt}) + \delta_{ij'kmt})
\]

The simplified likelihood, conditional on unobservables, is then

\[
\hat{L}(D|\Theta) = [s_{ijkmt}(N_{kmt}, \mathbf{p}_{kmt}|\gamma_i, e_{ikmt})]^y_{ijkmt}
\]

Note that, unlike Equation A-6, this is a closed-form expression. This likelihood function is then augmented with the following:

\[
\nu_{mt} \sim \text{Binomial} \left( n_{mt}, \frac{\exp(\theta_{b_{ikmt}} - \phi x_{ikmt})}{1 + \exp(\theta_{b_{ikmt}} - \phi x_{ikmt})} \right) \quad \text{(Website Usage)}
\]

\[\gamma_i \sim N(\bar{\gamma} + \rho c_{ik}, (\sigma^\gamma)^2) \quad \text{(Price Sensitivity)}\]

\[e_{ijkmt} \sim N(0, \sigma_h^2) \quad \text{(Signal Noise)}\]

The remaining parameters are given uninformative priors.

In order to estimate the posterior distribution of \( \Theta \), the algorithm uses the following approach. At iteration \( n \), the MCMC algorithm returns parameter estimates \( \Theta^{(n)} \). As starting values, I use parameter estimates from a standard multinomial logit (see Section 5.1).\(^{91}\) However, to ensure that initial values do not influence the resulting posterior distribution, samples drawn during a warm-up period are discarded. The remaining collection of samples, \((\Theta^{(1)}, ..., \Theta^{(N)})\), approximately converge to the distribution of the posterior. I report the mean and standard deviation of these samples in the results.

D Alternative Assumptions About Individuals’ Information Set

The main analysis assumes that individuals know the distribution of prices in their choice set. This prior disciples their beliefs, generating shrinkage of beliefs towards mean prices, which is motivated by the idea that consumers who lack information about prices are likely to ignore prices rather than choose a provider solely because they guess that it is inexpensive. Nevertheless, it is important to consider an alternative assumption in which individuals have an uninformative prior.

If individuals do not know the mean and variance of prices in their choice set, the distribution

\(^{91}\)For parameters that are not included in the multinomial logit, I use random starting values.
of individuals’ posterior beliefs is simply
\[ p_{ijkmt}^{OP} \sim iid N \left(p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt}, \sigma^2\right) \]  
(A-7)

This is equivalent to setting \( w_{ikmt} = 1 \) in the baseline specification. Therefore, individuals maximize expected utility given by \(-\gamma_i (p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + e_{ijkmt}) + \delta_{ijkmt} + \varepsilon_{ijkmt}\).

Specification 2 in Table 3 presents the results from this alternative model. The estimates that characterize provider choices are broadly consistent with estimates from specification 1. The estimated variance of the price signal is smaller due to the fact that noisy price signals generate more extreme beliefs than in the baseline model since beliefs are not disciplined by a prior.

The estimates that characterize the cost of using the website are also broadly consistent with the previous estimates. However, the coefficient on the benefit of the website, \( \theta \), is very small compared to specification 1. The alternative assumption implies that, in the absence of information, individuals ignore non-price characteristics and choose providers they believe to be inexpensive. Therefore, the expected benefit of using the website is larger than in the baseline model.

This has implications for the welfare effects of price information. In the baseline model, individuals with very noisy price signals know that their signals provide little informational content. Therefore, they essentially ignore price when choosing a provider, instead choosing a provider based on observable characteristics such as distance. Conversely, in the alternative model, individuals who receive very noisy price signals will take the signals as given, implying that information provides larger welfare effects all else equal. To the extent that individuals have less information about the distribution of prices than what is assumed in the main results, the estimated welfare effects of information will be larger. In other words, estimated welfare effects are a lower bound.

E Details on Bargaining First Order Condition

In this section, I describe the first order condition of the bargaining problem:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left( \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} \left[s_{ijkmt}[p_{km} - m_{c_{mkj}}]\right] \right)^{\tau_h} \left( \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} \left[\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ijkmt}\right] \right)^{1-\tau_h} = 0
\]

For brevity, I have simplified the notation and omitted the expectation over \( e_{ikmt} \).

Using the fact that \( \frac{\partial \Delta_j \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = \frac{\partial \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \),

\[
\sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} \tau_h \left(s_{ijkmt} + \frac{\partial s_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} [p_{jkmt} - m_{c_{jkm}}] \right) \left(s_{ijkmt}[p_{jkmt} - m_{c_{jkm}}]\right)^{\tau_h-1} \left(\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ijkmt}\right)^{1-\tau_h} + \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} (1 - \tau_h) \left(s_{ijkmt}[p_{jkmt} - m_{c_{jkm}}]\right)^{\tau_h} \left(\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ijkmt}\right)^{-\lambda} - \lambda \frac{\partial \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = 0
\]

Now solving for the markup:

\[
p_{jkmt} - m_{c_{jkm}} = - \left[ \frac{1 - \tau_h}{\tau_h} \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} \frac{\partial \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left(\Delta_j \Pi^K_{ikmt}\right)^{-1} + \sum_{i \in I_{kmt}} \frac{\partial s_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \frac{1}{s_{ijkmt}} \right]^{-1}
\]
I now derive $\frac{\partial s_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}}$ and $\frac{\partial \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}}$ for the case in which there is price uncertainty ($\vartheta_{kmt} = 0$). Given the derivations below, the case in which there is full information ($\vartheta_{kmt} = 1$) is easily derived by setting $e_{ijkmt} = 0$ and $w_{ikmt} = 1$.

First, the own-price and cross-price derivative of the choice probabilities is given by:

$$\frac{\partial s_{ijkm}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = \begin{cases} -\gamma_i w_{ikmt} c_{ikmt} s_{ijkmt} (1 - s_{ijkmt}) & \text{if } j' = j \\ \gamma_i w_{ikmt} c_{ikmt} s_{ijkmt} s_{ij'kmt} & \text{if } j' \neq j \end{cases}$$

Note that the above assumes that each individual’s prior, which is determined by $\bar{p}_{OP_{kmt}}$ and $\bar{s}^2_{kmt}$, is a constant that is not affected by a price change (i.e. $\frac{\partial w_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = 1$). This is justified by the fact that each provider likely has a negligible effect on consumer priors, especially when the choice set is large. Therefore, I argue providers are unlikely to internalize this effect. For the same reason, I also use this assumption when deriving the insurer’s problem.

I now turn to the partial derivative of the insurer surplus, which has two parts:

$$\frac{\partial \Pi^K_{ikmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = \frac{\partial \zeta CS_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} - \frac{\partial TC_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}}$$

Where the partial derivative of consumer surplus is:

$$\frac{\partial \zeta CS_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = \zeta \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left[ \frac{1}{\gamma_i} \log \left( \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \exp \left( -\gamma_i w_{ikmt} (p_{ij'kmt}^{OP} + e_{ij'kmt}) + \delta_{ij'kmt} \right) \right) ight] + \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \left[ w_{ikmt} e_{ij'kmt} + (1 - w_{ikmt})(p_{jkmt}^{OP} - p_{ij'kmt}^{OP}) \right] s_{ij'kmt}$$

$$= -c_{ikmt} s_{ijkmt} - \gamma_i w_{ikmt} c_{ikmt} s_{ijkmt} \left[ w_{ikmt} \left( 1 - \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} e_{ij'kmt} s_{ij'kmt} \right) - c_{ikmt} \left( 1 - w_{ikmt} \right) \left( 1 - \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} p_{jkmt} s_{ij'kmt} \right) \right]$$

And the partial derivative of insurer cost is:

$$\frac{\partial TC_{ijkmt}}{\partial p_{jkmt}} = \frac{\partial}{\partial p_{jkmt}} \left[ \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} p_{j'kmt} (1 - c_{ikmt}) s_{ij'kmt} \right]$$

$$= (1 - c_{ikmt}) s_{ijkmt} (1 - p_{jkmt} \gamma_i w_{ikmt} c_{ikmt}) + \sum_{j' \in N_{kmt}} \left[ p_{j'kmt} (1 - c_{ikmt}) \gamma_i w_{ikmt} c_{ikmt} s_{ijkmt} s_{ij'kmt} \right]$$

### F Details on Procedure for Simulating Equilibrium Prices

In order to find counterfactual equilibrium prices, I start by finding choice probabilities as a function of the vector of prices, $s_{ijkmt}(p_{kmt})$, which depend on whether consumers know prices and the degree of cost sharing. This can then be used to find the consumer surplus, $CS_{ikmt}(p_{kmt})$, and insurer cost, $TC_{ikmt}(p_{kmt})$ which are also a function of price transparency.

With estimates of the bargaining parameter, $\hat{\tau}_h$, weight on consumer surplus, $\hat{\zeta}$, and the marginal cost for each option, $\hat{m}_{c_{jkmt}}$, in hand, the negotiated best response, $p_{jkmt}^*$, given price vector $p_{kmt}'$ is
\[ p^*_{jkm} = \hat{mC}_{jkm} + \left( 1 - \hat{\tau}_h \frac{\partial}{\partial p} \frac{\sum_{i \in I_{km}} [\hat{\zeta}CS_{ikm}(p'_{km}) - TC_{ikm}(p'_{km})]}{\hat{\tau}_h \sum_{i \in I_{km}} [\hat{\Delta}jCS_{ikm}(p'_{km}) - \hat{\Delta}jTC_{ikm}(p'_{km})]} - \frac{\partial}{\partial p} \frac{\sum_{i \in I_{km}} s_{ijkm}(p'_{km})}{\sum_{i \in I_{km}} s_{ijkm}(p'_{km})} \right)^{-1} \]

The iterative algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Find \( p^*_{jkm} \) \( \forall j, k, m, t \)
2. Update \( p'_{km} \) \( ^{92} \)
3. Iterate until all prices are optimal given all other prices (i.e. until prices converge within a mean tolerance of $1).

This equilibrium vector of prices can then be used to simulate spending and welfare given demand.

In general, the distribution of simulated prices and actual prices is quite similar at baseline. This can be seen in Table A-4, which shows the empirical distribution of actual prices compared with the distribution of simulated prices holding website usage fixed at actual levels. In some limited cases involving rare procedures, the model predicts either negative prices or very high prices. For the purposes of counterfactual simulation, I bound prices to be between $0 and $3,000 per visit.

\section{Comparison with Difference-in-Differences Estimates}

In previous work, I analyzed the effect of New Hampshire’s price transparency website using a difference-in-differences approach, focusing on the average effect of access to the website (Brown 2019).\(^{93}\) For comparison purposes, I construct the average treatment effect using the estimates from the structural model. This is done by using both the demand and supply estimates to simulate prices with and without the price transparency website. The iterative algorithm used to simulate prices is described in Appendix F. These prices are then used to calculate the average percent change in spending due to the website.

Table A-10 presents the estimated effect of access to the price transparency website along with reduced-form estimates from Brown (2019). The estimates from the empirical model are similar to the estimates obtained from the difference-in-differences specification. While the estimates from the former imply that the website reduced overall spending by 3.9 percent, the latter implies that there was a 3.1 percent reduction in spending. Focusing on the reduction in cost for consumers and insurer, I also find similar estimates from the two models. The estimated effect on out-of-pocket cost is slightly larger for the empirical model, but the effect on insurer cost is slightly smaller.

Overall, the results are qualitatively consistent with the reduced-form estimates, despite different underlying assumptions. The main assumption of the difference-in-differences approach

\(^{92}\)In rare cases, it is possible for the model to predict negative prices. I bound prices to be positive.

\(^{93}\)This is often referred to as the intent-to-treat effect. The baseline difference-in-differences specification is \( LogPrice_{imjkt} = \beta(OnWeb_m \times Post_t) + \alpha X_{it} + \lambda_m + \lambda_k + \lambda_t + \epsilon_{imjkt} \) where \( OnWeb_m \) is an indicator for whether procedure \( m \) is on the website and \( Post_t \) is an indicator for whether the website is available at time \( t \).
is that the price of procedures on the website would follow a common trend relative to procedures that were not on the website in the absence of treatment. In contrast, the empirical model requires functional form assumptions and distributional assumptions, as well as an assumption about the form of imperfect competition. While the reduced form approach assumes that spending is not affected by unobserved covariates that are correlated with the availability of the website, the structural approach implicitly assumes that primitives, such as the distribution of demand parameters, are orthogonal to the availability of the website. Also see Appendix A.

H Effect of Price Transparency on Perceived Provider Quality

The baseline demand model includes provider-procedure class fixed effects, $\xi_{jM}$, which control for observed quality of the providers. In counterfactual simulations, it is assumed that the perceived quality of medical imaging providers remains fixed. This would be violated if, for instance, price information was used as a signal of quality (Wolinsky 1983). In particular, individuals with low cost sharing could potentially use the price transparency website to choose expensive providers perceived to be high quality.

I examine whether perceived provider quality changes after the introduction of the price transparency website. If patients use price as a signal of quality, one would expect that the price transparency website would increase the variance in provider fixed effects. To test this hypothesis, I estimate a similar model as in Section 5.1, but allow for different provider fixed effects after the introduction of the website. In particular, representative utility is assumed to take the form

$$-\gamma_1 q_{mt} p_{ijkmt}^{OP} - \gamma_2 (1 - q_{mt}) p_{ijkmt}^{OP} + \alpha_1 d_{ij} + \alpha_2 d_{ij}^2 + \alpha_3 r_{ijt} + q_{mt} \xi_{jM}^1 + (1 - q_{mt}) \xi_{jM}^2 + \beta x_{ikmt} h_j$$

where $q_{mt}$ is an indicator for whether procedure $m$ is available on the website at time $t$. Therefore, $\xi_{jM}^1$ are provider fixed effects after the introduction of the website and $\xi_{jM}^2$ are provider fixed effects before the introduction of the website. As in the main specification, provider fixed effects are allowed to differ for X-rays, CT scans, and MRI scans.

Table A-6 shows the distribution of $\xi_{jM}^1$ and $\xi_{jM}^2$. The distributions are quite similar. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov equality-of-distributions test yields a p-value of 0.87, indicating that one cannot reject the hypothesis that both are drawn from the same distribution. If anything, the variance of provider fixed effects is actually smaller for the period when the price transparency website is available.

Taken together, this provides evidence that price information does not affect perceptions of provider quality, at least for medical imaging procedures. This is consistent with the fact that these procedures are quite standardized and there is little evidence to suggest that different medical imaging providers generate meaningful differences in health outcomes.
Table A-1
List of Medical Imaging Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPT Code</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>On Website</th>
<th>CPT Code</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>On Website</th>
<th>CPT Code</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
<th>On Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70140</td>
<td>X-ray exam of jaw</td>
<td></td>
<td>71100</td>
<td>X-ray exam of ribs</td>
<td></td>
<td>72126</td>
<td>CT neck spine w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73610</td>
<td>X-ray exam of ankle</td>
<td></td>
<td>71022</td>
<td>X-ray chest</td>
<td></td>
<td>70491</td>
<td>CT soft tissue neck w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73615</td>
<td>X-ray of ankle/wrist</td>
<td></td>
<td>73130</td>
<td>X-ray exam of hand</td>
<td></td>
<td>71911</td>
<td>CT angiography pol/w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72100</td>
<td>X-ray exam of nasal bones</td>
<td></td>
<td>75743</td>
<td>X-ray ary, lips</td>
<td></td>
<td>74176</td>
<td>CT abd &amp; pelvis w contrast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70000</td>
<td>X-ray eye for foreign body</td>
<td></td>
<td>75726</td>
<td>X-ray ary, abdomen</td>
<td></td>
<td>74160</td>
<td>CT abdomen w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73030</td>
<td>X-ray exam of shoulders</td>
<td></td>
<td>73060</td>
<td>X-ray exam of ankle</td>
<td></td>
<td>74701</td>
<td>CT head/brain w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75680</td>
<td>X-rays ary, neck</td>
<td></td>
<td>73885</td>
<td>X-ray of elbow contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td>70496</td>
<td>CT angiography, head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74415</td>
<td>X-ray, urinary tract contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td>75803</td>
<td>X-ray lymph vessel arms/legs</td>
<td></td>
<td>72132</td>
<td>CT lumbar spine w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73520</td>
<td>X-ray exam of hips</td>
<td></td>
<td>73060</td>
<td>X-ray exam of humerus</td>
<td></td>
<td>72131</td>
<td>CT lumbar spine w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73135</td>
<td>X-ray chest</td>
<td></td>
<td>73900</td>
<td>X-ray exam of forearm</td>
<td></td>
<td>72158</td>
<td>MRI lumbar spine w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71110</td>
<td>X-ray exam of rib</td>
<td></td>
<td>71015</td>
<td>X-ray exam of facial bones</td>
<td></td>
<td>70554</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73360</td>
<td>X-ray exam of foot</td>
<td></td>
<td>75685</td>
<td>X-ray ary, spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>72157</td>
<td>CT chest spine w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73110</td>
<td>X-ray exam of shoulder blade</td>
<td></td>
<td>71090</td>
<td>X-ray chest</td>
<td></td>
<td>72148</td>
<td>MRI lumbar spine w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71220</td>
<td>X-ray exam of lower spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>71020</td>
<td>X-ray chest</td>
<td></td>
<td>70558</td>
<td>MRI brain w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71021</td>
<td>X-ray of low spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>73550</td>
<td>X-ray exam of thigh</td>
<td></td>
<td>71822</td>
<td>MRI joint extrem w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73519</td>
<td>X-ray heart/catheterization</td>
<td></td>
<td>71010</td>
<td>X-ray exam of jaw</td>
<td></td>
<td>70540</td>
<td>MRI orbit/face/neck w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75734</td>
<td>X-ray ary, adrenal gland</td>
<td></td>
<td>72146</td>
<td>MRI cerebellum w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72196</td>
<td>MRI pelvis w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70210</td>
<td>X-ray exam of sinuses</td>
<td></td>
<td>70250</td>
<td>X-ray exam of skull</td>
<td></td>
<td>72198</td>
<td>CT angio pelvis w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75724</td>
<td>X-ray exam of tailbone</td>
<td></td>
<td>22060</td>
<td>X-ray exam of spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>72190</td>
<td>MRI spine w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77072</td>
<td>X-rays for bone age</td>
<td></td>
<td>22050</td>
<td>X-ray exam of neck spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>72192</td>
<td>CT angio pelvis w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73525</td>
<td>X-ray of hip with contrast</td>
<td></td>
<td>75500</td>
<td>X-ray cinema heart vessels</td>
<td></td>
<td>70555</td>
<td>MRI heart for morph w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73000</td>
<td>X-ray exam of shoulder blade</td>
<td></td>
<td>75660</td>
<td>X-ray artery, head &amp; neck</td>
<td></td>
<td>72193</td>
<td>CT cerebellum w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73030</td>
<td>X-ray of jaw joints</td>
<td></td>
<td>72120</td>
<td>X-ray exam of foot</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75585</td>
<td>X-ray exam of ribs</td>
<td></td>
<td>72121</td>
<td>X-ray exam of pelvis</td>
<td></td>
<td>70553</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73210</td>
<td>X-ray exam of breastbone</td>
<td></td>
<td>72122</td>
<td>X-ray exam of cervical spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73562</td>
<td>X-ray exam of knee, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>75572</td>
<td>CT heart w/3d image</td>
<td></td>
<td>73718</td>
<td>MRI lower extremity w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73660</td>
<td>X-ray exam of tibia(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>72114</td>
<td>CT low spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>73719</td>
<td>MRI lower extremity w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74405</td>
<td>X-ray of lumbar spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>75527</td>
<td>X-ray heart/catheterization</td>
<td></td>
<td>73721</td>
<td>MRI lower extremity w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73120</td>
<td>X-ray exam of lumbar spine</td>
<td></td>
<td>75030</td>
<td>X-ray exam of wrist</td>
<td></td>
<td>70543</td>
<td>MRI, head (MRA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73125</td>
<td>X-ray of vertebral column</td>
<td></td>
<td>71000</td>
<td>X-ray exam of forearm</td>
<td></td>
<td>71543</td>
<td>MRI, head w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72156</td>
<td>X-ray exam of pelvis</td>
<td></td>
<td>70480</td>
<td>CT orbit/face/neck w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>74181</td>
<td>MRI abdomen w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70541</td>
<td>MRI orbit/face/neck w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72198</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72128</td>
<td>MRI cerebellum w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72158</td>
<td>MRI lumbar spine w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70542</td>
<td>MRI orbit/face/neck w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72129</td>
<td>MRI upper extremity w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70490</td>
<td>MRI angiography neck w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72199</td>
<td>MRI spine w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72130</td>
<td>MRI chest spine w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70491</td>
<td>MRI angiography neck w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72200</td>
<td>MRI chest spine w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72210</td>
<td>MRI chest spine w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70543</td>
<td>MRI, head (MRA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70545</td>
<td>MRI neck w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70548</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70553</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70549</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70555</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70547</td>
<td>MRI neck w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70553</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70547</td>
<td>MRI neck w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70548</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70549</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70550</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>70551</td>
<td>MRI brain w/o dye</td>
<td></td>
<td>72197</td>
<td>MRI extrem w/o &amp; w/dye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A-2
Additional Summary of Privately Insured Individuals with Medical Imaging Claims

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance Type:</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMO</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPO</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance Company:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Pilgrim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan Characteristics:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan has Deductible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unique Individuals 174,672

Notes: Sample includes all privately insured individuals in the state of New Hampshire over the period 2005 to 2010 with at least one outpatient medical imaging visit. The unit of observation is a unique individual.

Table A-3
Potential Savings from Switching Providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Insurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switch to Lowest Price Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Δ Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Scans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>1,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR Scans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Rays</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over/No Deductible</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Deductible</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Chart shows potential savings from switching to providers with lower negotiated prices within individual’s choice set relative to observed choices. See Section 2.1 for definition of choice set. If provider in first quartile is more expensive than chosen provider, simulation assumes individuals do not switch.
Table A-4
Monthly Percent of Consumers with Price Information
By Procedure Listed on Price Transparency Website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Mean %</th>
<th>SD %</th>
<th>Min %</th>
<th>Max %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Ankle)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Chest)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Foot)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Knee)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Shoulder)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Spine)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray (Wrist)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (Abdomen)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (Chest)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT (Pelvis)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI (Back)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI (Brain)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI (Knee)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI (Pelvis)</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Percent of consumers with price information in each month for each procedure is calculated as website usage (from website traffic logs) divided by visits aggregated across all related CPT codes (from claims data). Period of analysis is March 2007 to November 2010, the period in which website traffic data is available.

Table A-5
Estimates from Multinomial Logit Demand Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Out-of-Pocket price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Website Available (−γ1)</td>
<td>−0.0014*** (0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Website Not Available (−γ2)</td>
<td>−0.0006*** (0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (α1)</td>
<td>−0.0370*** (0.0022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance squared (α2)</td>
<td>0.0003*** (0.0000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral Indicator (α3)</td>
<td>2.5238*** (0.0236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Age 19-35</td>
<td>−0.0243 (0.0832)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Age 36-50</td>
<td>0.1777** (0.0722)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Age 51-64</td>
<td>0.0946 (0.0749)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Male</td>
<td>−0.0500 (0.0518)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Income</td>
<td>−0.0024* (0.0014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × BA</td>
<td>−0.0029 (0.0028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Charlson</td>
<td>−0.0647* (0.0348)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital × Emergency</td>
<td>1.2666*** (0.0742)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure group FE × provider | Yes |

Log Likelihood | -20,742 |
Pseudo-R2 | 0.309 |
Observations | 109,626 |

Notes: MLE estimates from a 10% sample of visits. Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
### Table A-6
*Counterfactual Simulation Results*
*Provider Markups and Surplus*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>∆ Markup (millions)</th>
<th>Δ Surplus (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a) Holding Cost Sharing Fixed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency (base)</td>
<td>384.8</td>
<td>-8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>332.9</td>
<td>-51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>-315.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(b) With High Cost Sharing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency</td>
<td>262.1</td>
<td>-122.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>222.9</td>
<td>-161.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>-298.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Transaction prices are calculated using recomputed prices for each counterfactual. Counterfactual with price transparency website assumes website is available for all imaging procedures in all years. High cost sharing refers to 50% cost sharing.

### Table A-7
*Counterfactual Simulation Results*
*Cost, Welfare, and Expenditure with High Cost Sharing*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patient OOP Cost</th>
<th>∆ OOP Cost</th>
<th>∆ Δ Spending (millions)</th>
<th>Insurer OOP Cost</th>
<th>∆ OOP Cost</th>
<th>∆ Δ Spending (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency</td>
<td>357.2</td>
<td>273.0</td>
<td>-274.4</td>
<td>357.2</td>
<td>-399.4</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>335.4</td>
<td>251.1</td>
<td>-255.1</td>
<td>335.4</td>
<td>-421.3</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td>245.1</td>
<td>160.8</td>
<td>-187.5</td>
<td>245.1</td>
<td>-511.5</td>
<td>-14.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Shows counterfactual transaction prices for the case in which all individuals are enrolled in a high cost sharing plan with a 50% coinsurance rate and no deductible. Change is relative to the baseline case in which prices are computed assuming all individuals have uncertainty about prices and cost sharing is fixed at the actual level (see baseline in Table 8). Transaction prices are calculated using recomputed prices for each counterfactual. Counterfactual with price transparency website assumes website is available for all imaging procedures in all years. All figures in 2010 dollars.
Table A-8
Counterfactual Simulation Results
Net Welfare Impact for Consumers, Providers, and Insurers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per Visit</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Welfare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Holding Cost Sharing Fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency (baseline)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) With High Cost Sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Transparency</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Transparency</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Figures refer to overall welfare effects for consumers, providers, and insurers due to the fact that consumers switch to providers with lower marginal cost. High cost sharing refers to 50% cost sharing. All figures in 2010 dollars.

Table A-9
Marginal Cost Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Estimated Medicare Rate</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal Cost Facility</td>
<td>Non-Facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Scans</td>
<td>1,119.9</td>
<td>778.5</td>
<td>753.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI Scans</td>
<td>994.6</td>
<td>893.7</td>
<td>886.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Rays</td>
<td>442.0</td>
<td>281.3</td>
<td>218.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Average is over provider-procedure-insurer-year. All figures reflect the cost of the bundle of procedures that make up a medical imaging visit. All prices in 2010 dollars.
Table A-10
Intent-to-Treat Effect of Price Transparency Website
Comparison with Reduced Form Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>%Δ Patient Cost</th>
<th>%Δ Insurer Cost</th>
<th>%Δ Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference-in-Difference Estimates</td>
<td>−5.4</td>
<td>−3.7</td>
<td>−3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical Model Estimates</td>
<td>−7.6</td>
<td>−3.4</td>
<td>−3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Figures show the percent change in transaction prices for all individuals who could have used the website. Difference-in-differences estimates, which are from Brown (2019), are converted from log-points to percent change. The total effect is not necessarily strictly between the out-of-pocket cost effect and insurer cost effect due to heterogenous quantile treatment effects and heterogenous cost sharing.
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Figure A-1
Density of Consumers and Location of Medical Imaging Providers

Notes: Map shows the location of providers providing medical imaging services in the New Hampshire area along with the density of consumers.
Figure A-2
Prices Variation within Individuals’ Choice Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STILES ROAD IMAGING</td>
<td>$148</td>
<td>$245</td>
<td>$394</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN MEDICAL IMAGING</td>
<td>603.898.3129</td>
<td>$190</td>
<td>$371</td>
<td>$562</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERRY MISING CENTER</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$624</td>
<td>$898</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHESHIRE MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>$282</td>
<td>$647</td>
<td>$929</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL</td>
<td>603.537.1363</td>
<td>$282</td>
<td>$647</td>
<td>$929</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>$321</td>
<td>$762</td>
<td>$1,082</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMING REGION HOSPITAL</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$924</td>
<td>$1,299</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKES REGION GENERAL HOSPITAL</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$924</td>
<td>$1,299</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603.524.3211</td>
<td>$369</td>
<td>$907</td>
<td>$1,276</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603.225.0425</td>
<td>$457</td>
<td>$1,172</td>
<td>$1,630</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Screenshots show the New Hampshire HealthCost website as it looked in 2015. Over the period of analysis (2007 to 2010) the website had the same information.

Figure A-3
Example of Beliefs for Uninformed Individuals

Notes: Chart shows an example choice situation selected from the data in which an individual is choosing between 6 providers. Confidence interval shows the distribution of beliefs given the estimated price uncertainty from specification 1 in Table 3. Mean beliefs are not equal to the true price since individuals’ prior causes shrinkage towards the mean.
Figure A-4
Distribution of Counterfactual Negotiated Prices and Observed Prices

Notes: Histogram shows distribution of unweighted counterfactual prices across providers, procedures, insurers, and years.

Figure A-5
Robustness of Counterfactual Simulations to Marginal Cost Estimates
Effect of price Transparency on Medical Imaging Spending by Fraction of Individuals with Price Information

Notes: Simulation uses Medicare reimbursement rates as a measure of marginal cost. Demand-side effect holds prices fixed at distribution simulated with no price transparency. Equilibrium effect re-simulates equilibrium prices for each level of price transparency.
Figure A-6
Distribution of Perceived Provider Quality Before and After Introduction of Price Transparency Website

Notes: Shows distribution of provider-procedure class fixed effects before and after introduction of the price transparency website using multinomial logit model.